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Experiment with the prototype
(these results are related to analysis in Subchapter 5.3 of Lauri Lahti’s doctoral dissertation 
“Computer-assisted learning based on cumulative vocabularies, conceptual networks and 
Wikipedia linkage” (Lahti 2015))
As a source for investigation was a listing of 1000 most visited articles of the Wikipedia in 
2008 (Wikistics Falsikon 2009). In early May 2009, we randomly retrieved 20 of these 
articles and automatically generated an explanation phrase for each hyperlink they provided.
The set of 20 articles included following titles:
Lion, Italy, Radiohead, Jesse McCartney, Hancock (film), Pink Floyd, Bow Wow,
Philippines, Judaism, John Cena, Kenya, Linux, Star Wars: The Clone Wars (film), Iraq War,
Terminator Salvation, ABBA, Florida, Two-Face, Religion and Peru.
We decided to limit our analysis on the introductory text paragraphs appearing before the
table of contents since these sections obviously are the most frequently read parts of the
article and try to represent the topic in a condensed form. We extracted a total of 543
hyperlinks ranging from 5 to 48 per article. The sentences surrounding these hyperlinks had
an average length of about 25 words. The generated explanation phrases had an average
length of 4,2 words meaning compression by over 80 percent from original sentences.
When evaluating the pedagogical quality of generated explanation phrases we classified them
into three separate categories based on their intuitiveness, see. A “profitable phrase” describes
the relation between the current article and the hyperlink with a truthful expression that
provides some new semantic value. A “misleading phrase” carries a similar kind of semantic
expression that is convincing but deceptively false. A “fuzzy phrase” offers an expression
lacking true semantic value but anyway is so confusing that  it  is  rather easy to identify and
ignore.
For all articles together, 81 percent of explanation phrases appeared to be profitable, 11
percent misleading and 8 percent fuzzy. Only exception to the general success rate of at least
69 percent, is article about “Philippines” with 33 percent success only.
This supplement to the conference article gives a full listing of all hyperlinks and their
explanation phrases produced in the experiment. Due to space constraints full listing was not
possible to offer in actual conference article.
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Listing of all hyperlinks and their explanation phrases:
Notation: Profitable (T) / Misleading (F) / Fuzzy (N) ¤ Hyperlink title ¤ Explanation phrase ¤ Word count in phrase ¤ Ending of
URL ¤ Hyperlink anchor ¤ Hyperlink sentence
Lion (523)
T ¤  Big cat ¤ Panthera leo ) is one ¤ 4 ¤ Big_cat ¤ big cats ¤ The lion (Panthera leo) is one of four big genus Panthera, and a
member of the family
T ¤  Genus ¤ Panthera leo ) is one ¤ 4 ¤ Genus ¤ genus ¤ The lion (Panthera leo) is one of four big genus Panthera, and a
member of the family
T ¤  Panthera ¤ leo ) is one ¤ 3 ¤ Panthera ¤ Panthera ¤ The lion (Panthera leo) is one of four big genus Panthera, and a
member of the family
T ¤  Felidae ¤ Panthera leo ) is one ¤ 4 ¤ Felidae ¤ Felidae ¤ The lion (Panthera leo) is one of four big genus Panthera, and a
member of the family
T ¤  Pound (mass) ¤ it is second-largest living cat ¤ 5 ¤ Pound_(mass) ¤ lb ¤ With some males exceeding
250&#160;(550&#160;lb) in weight,[4] it is the second-cat after the tiger.
T ¤  Tiger ¤ it is second-largest living cat ¤ 5 ¤ Tiger ¤ tiger ¤ With some males exceeding 250&#160;(550&#160;lb) in weight,[4]
it is the second-cat after the tiger.
T ¤  Sub-Saharan Africa ¤ Wild lions exist in ¤ 4 ¤ Sub-Saharan_Africa ¤ Sub-Saharan Africa ¤ Wild lions currently exist in Sub-
Saharan Asia with a critically endangered remnant northwest India, having disappeared from the Middle East, and Western Asia
in historic times[specify].
F ¤  Asia ¤ endangered remnant population ¤ 3 ¤ Asia ¤ Asia ¤ Wild lions currently exist in Sub-Saharan Asia with a critically
endangered remnant northwest India, having disappeared from the Middle East, and Western Asia in historic times[specify].
T ¤  Critically endangered species ¤ endangered remnant population ¤ 3 ¤ Critically_endangered_species ¤ critically
endangered ¤ Wild lions currently exist in Sub-Saharan Asia with a critically endangered remnant northwest India, having
disappeared from the Middle East, and Western Asia in historic times[specify].
F ¤  India ¤ , having disappeared from North Africa ¤ 5 ¤ India ¤ India ¤ Wild lions currently exist in Sub-Saharan Asia with a
critically endangered remnant northwest India, having disappeared from the Middle East, and Western Asia in historic
times[specify].
T ¤  North Africa ¤ India , having disappeared from ¤ 4 ¤ North_Africa ¤ North Africa ¤ Wild lions currently exist in Sub-Saharan
Asia with a critically endangered remnant northwest India, having disappeared from the Middle East, and Western Asia in
historic times[specify].
T ¤  Middle East ¤ India , having disappeared from North Africa ¤ 6 ¤ Middle_East ¤ Middle East ¤ Wild lions currently exist in
Sub-Saharan Asia with a critically endangered remnant northwest India, having disappeared from the Middle East, and Western
Asia in historic times[specify].
T ¤  Southwest Asia ¤ historic times [ specify ¤ 3 ¤ Southwest_Asia ¤ Western Asia ¤ Wild lions currently exist in Sub-Saharan
Asia with a critically endangered remnant northwest India, having disappeared from the Middle East, and Western Asia in
historic times[specify].
N ¤  Pleistocene ¤ late Pleistocene , which was about 10  ¤ 6 ¤ Pleistocene ¤ Pleistocene   ¤ Until the late Pleistocene, which
was about 10,000&#160;years ago, the lion was the widespread large land mammal after humans.
T ¤  Yukon ¤ They found in most ¤ 4 ¤ Yukon ¤ Yukon ¤ They were found in most of Africa, much western Europe to India, and
in the Yukon to Peru.
T ¤  Peru ¤ They found in most ¤ 4 ¤ Peru ¤ Peru ¤ They were found in most of Africa, much western Europe to India, and in the
Yukon to Peru.
T ¤  Savanna ¤ They inhabit ¤ 2 ¤ Savanna ¤ savanna ¤ They typically inhabit savanna and grassland, they may take to bush
and forest.
T ¤  Grassland ¤ They inhabit savanna ¤ 3 ¤ Grassland ¤ grassland ¤ They typically inhabit savanna and grassland, they may
take to bush and forest.
T ¤  Forest ¤ they take to bush and ¤ 5 ¤ Forest ¤ forest ¤ They typically inhabit savanna and grassland, they may take to bush
and forest.
T ¤  Social animal ¤ compared to other cats ¤ 4 ¤ Social_animal ¤ social ¤ Lions are unusually social compared to
T ¤  Ungulate ¤ Groups hunt , preying on large ¤ 5 ¤ Ungulate ¤ ungulates ¤ Groups of female lions typically hunt together,
mostly on large ungulates.
T ¤  Apex predator ¤ is ¤ 1 ¤ Apex_predator ¤ apex ¤ The lion is an apex and keystone predator, will scavenge if the opportunity
arises.
T ¤  Keystone species ¤ is apex ¤ 2 ¤ Keystone_species#Predators ¤ keystone ¤ The lion is an apex and keystone predator,
will scavenge if the opportunity arises.
T ¤  Vulnerable species ¤ is ¤ 1 ¤ Vulnerable_species ¤ vulnerable species ¤ The lion is a vulnerable species, having
irreversible population decline of 30 to 50 the past two decades in its African range.
3T ¤  Menagerie ¤ Lions kept in ¤ 3 ¤ Menagerie ¤ menageries ¤ Lions have been kept in menageries since and have been a key
species sought for the world over since the late eighteenth
F ¤  Roman era ¤ and been key species ¤ 4 ¤ Roman_era ¤ Roman times ¤ Lions have been kept in menageries since and
have been a key species sought for the world over since the late eighteenth
T ¤  Zoo ¤ key species sought for exhibition ¤ 5 ¤ Zoo ¤ zoos ¤ Lions have been kept in menageries since and have been a key
species sought for the world over since the late eighteenth
T ¤  Asiatic Lion ¤ endangered ¤ 1 ¤ Asiatic_Lion ¤ Asiatic subspecies ¤ Zoos are cooperating worldwide in breeding for the
endangered Asiatic subspecies.
T ¤  Mane ¤ distinctive and recognized by its ¤ 5 ¤ Mane ¤ mane ¤ The male lion is highly distinctive and is by its mane.
T ¤  Culture ¤ one most recognized animal symbols ¤ 5 ¤ Culture ¤ culture ¤ The lion, particularly the face of the male, most
widely recognized animal symbols
T ¤  Upper Paleolithic ¤ Depictions existed from Upper Paleolithic period ¤ 6 ¤ Upper_Paleolithic ¤ Upper Paleolithic ¤
Depictions have existed from the Upper period, with carvings and paintings from Chauvet Caves, through virtually all ancient
cultures where they historically occurred.
T ¤  Lascaux ¤ Depictions existed from Upper Paleolithic period ¤ 6 ¤ Lascaux ¤ Lascaux ¤ Depictions have existed from the
Upper period, with carvings and paintings from Chauvet Caves, through virtually all ancient cultures where they historically
occurred.
F ¤  Chauvet Cave ¤ they occurred ¤ 2 ¤ Chauvet_Cave ¤ Chauvet Caves ¤ Depictions have existed from the Upper period,
with carvings and paintings from Chauvet Caves, through virtually all ancient cultures where they historically occurred.
T ¤  Sculpture ¤ It depicted in literature ¤ 4 ¤ Sculpture ¤ sculptures ¤ It has been extensively depicted in literature, sculptures,
in paintings, on national flags, contemporary films and literature.
T ¤  Painting ¤ It depicted in literature ¤ 4 ¤ Painting ¤ paintings ¤ It has been extensively depicted in literature, sculptures, in
paintings, on national flags, contemporary films and literature.
T ¤  Flag ¤ It depicted in literature ¤ 4 ¤ Flag ¤ flags ¤ It has been extensively depicted in literature, sculptures, in paintings, on
national flags, contemporary films and literature.
T ¤  Film ¤ It depicted in literature ¤ 4 ¤ Film ¤ films ¤ It has been extensively depicted in literature, sculptures, in paintings, on
national flags, contemporary films and literature.
T ¤  Literature ¤ It depicted in ¤ 3 ¤ Literature ¤ literature ¤ It has been extensively depicted in literature, sculptures, in paintings,
on national flags, contemporary films and literature.
Italy (135)
T ¤  Italian language ¤ Repubblica Italiana ) , is country ¤ 4 ¤ Italian_language ¤ Italian ¤ Italy /Ë?ÉªtÉ?li/ (helpÂGinfo) (Italian:
Italia), Italian Republic (Italian: Repubblica Italiana), located on the Italian Peninsula in Southern on the two largest islands in the
Mediterranean Sicily and Sardinia.
T ¤  Italian language ¤ Repubblica Italiana ) , is country ¤ 4 ¤ Italian_language ¤ Italian ¤ Italy /Ë?ÉªtÉ?li/ (helpÂGinfo) (Italian:
Italia), Italian Republic (Italian: Repubblica Italiana), located on the Italian Peninsula in Southern on the two largest islands in the
Mediterranean Sicily and Sardinia.
T ¤  Italian Peninsula ¤ country located on ¤ 3 ¤ Italian_Peninsula ¤ Italian Peninsula ¤ Italy /Ë?ÉªtÉ?li/ (helpÂGinfo) (Italian:
Italia), Italian Republic (Italian: Repubblica Italiana), located on the Italian Peninsula in Southern on the two largest islands in the
Mediterranean Sicily and Sardinia.
T ¤  Southern Europe ¤ country located on Italian Peninsula ¤ 5 ¤ Southern_Europe ¤ Southern Europe ¤ Italy /Ë?ÉªtÉ?li/
(helpÂGinfo) (Italian: Italia), Italian Republic (Italian: Repubblica Italiana), located on the Italian Peninsula in Southern on the
two largest islands in the Mediterranean Sicily and Sardinia.
T ¤  Mediterranean Sea ¤ country located on Italian Peninsula ¤ 5 ¤ Mediterranean_Sea ¤ Mediterranean Sea ¤ Italy /Ë?ÉªtÉ?li/
(helpÂGinfo) (Italian: Italia), Italian Republic (Italian: Repubblica Italiana), located on the Italian Peninsula in Southern on the
two largest islands in the Mediterranean Sicily and Sardinia.
F ¤  Sicily ¤ country located on Italian Peninsula ¤ 5 ¤ Sicily ¤ Sicily ¤ Italy /Ë?ÉªtÉ?li/ (helpÂGinfo) (Italian: Italia), Italian
Republic (Italian: Repubblica Italiana), located on the Italian Peninsula in Southern on the two largest islands in the
Mediterranean Sicily and Sardinia.
F ¤  Sardinia ¤ country located on Italian Peninsula ¤ 5 ¤ Sardinia ¤ Sardinia ¤ Italy /Ë?ÉªtÉ?li/ (helpÂGinfo) (Italian: Italia),
Italian Republic (Italian: Repubblica Italiana), located on the Italian Peninsula in Southern on the two largest islands in the
Mediterranean Sicily and Sardinia.
T ¤  Alps ¤ shares its northern ¤ 3 ¤ Alps ¤ Alpine ¤ Italy shares its northern, Alpine boundary Switzerland, Austria and Slovenia
T ¤  Border ¤ shares its northern ¤ 3 ¤ Border ¤ boundary ¤ Italy shares its northern, Alpine boundary Switzerland, Austria and
Slovenia
T ¤  France ¤ shares its northern ¤ 3 ¤ France ¤ France ¤ Italy shares its northern, Alpine boundary Switzerland, Austria and
Slovenia
T ¤  Switzerland ¤ shares its northern ¤ 3 ¤ Switzerland ¤ Switzerland ¤ Italy shares its northern, Alpine boundary Switzerland,
Austria and Slovenia
T ¤  Austria ¤ shares its northern ¤ 3 ¤ Austria ¤ Austria ¤ Italy shares its northern, Alpine boundary Switzerland, Austria and
Slovenia
T ¤  Slovenia ¤ shares its northern ¤ 3 ¤ Slovenia ¤ Slovenia ¤ Italy shares its northern, Alpine boundary Switzerland, Austria
and Slovenia
T ¤  San Marino ¤ Vatican City are enclaves ¤ 4 ¤ San_Marino ¤ San Marino ¤ The independent states of City are enclaves
within the Campione d'Italia is an Italian exclave in
T ¤  Vatican City ¤ are enclaves ¤ 2 ¤ Vatican_City ¤ Vatican City ¤ The independent states of City are enclaves within the
Campione d'Italia is an Italian exclave in
T ¤  Enclave ¤ Vatican City are ¤ 3 ¤ Enclave ¤ enclaves ¤ The independent states of City are enclaves within the Campione
d'Italia is an Italian exclave in
T ¤  Campione d'Italia ¤ is Italian exclave ¤ 3 ¤ Campione_d%27Italia ¤ Campione d'Italia ¤ The independent states of City are
enclaves within the Campione d'Italia is an Italian exclave in
4T ¤  Exclave ¤ Campione d'Italia is Italian ¤ 4 ¤ Exclave ¤ exclave ¤ The independent states of City are enclaves within the
Campione d'Italia is an Italian exclave in
F ¤  Etruscans ¤ Romans , and was birthplace ¤ 4 ¤ Etruscans ¤ Etruscans ¤ Italy has been the home of many European such
as the Etruscans and the Romans, the birthplace of the University, the Renaissance began in Tuscany and spread all over Man,
modern science and astronomy, heliocentrism Opera.
F ¤  Ancient Rome ¤ , and was birthplace ¤ 3 ¤ Ancient_Rome ¤ Romans ¤ Italy has been the home of many European such as
the Etruscans and the Romans, the birthplace of the University, the Renaissance began in Tuscany and spread all over Man,
modern science and astronomy, heliocentrism Opera.
T ¤  University ¤ Romans , and was birthplace ¤ 4 ¤ University ¤ University ¤ Italy has been the home of many European such
as the Etruscans and the Romans, the birthplace of the University, the Renaissance began in Tuscany and spread all over Man,
modern science and astronomy, heliocentrism Opera.
T ¤  Renaissance ¤ that began in Tuscany ¤ 4 ¤ Renaissance ¤ Renaissance ¤ Italy has been the home of many European
such as the Etruscans and the Romans, the birthplace of the University, the Renaissance began in Tuscany and spread all over
Man, modern science and astronomy, heliocentrism Opera.
T ¤  Tuscany ¤ Renaissance that began in ¤ 4 ¤ Tuscany Tuscany Italy has been the home of many European such as the
Etruscans and the Romans, the birthplace of the University, the Renaissance began in Tuscany and spread all over ¤ Man,
modern science and astronomy, heliocentrism Opera. ¤
F ¤  Vitruvian Man ¤ Tuscany and spread all ¤ 4 ¤ Vitruvian_Man Vitruvian Man Italy has been the home of many European
such as the Etruscans and the Romans, the birthplace of the University, the Renaissance began in Tuscany and spread all over
¤ Man, modern science and astronomy, heliocentrism Opera. ¤
T ¤  Modern science ¤ Tuscany and spread all ¤ 4 ¤ Modern_science modern science Italy has been the home of many
European such as the Etruscans and the Romans, the birthplace of the University, the Renaissance began in Tuscany and
spread all over ¤ Man, modern science and astronomy, heliocentrism Opera. ¤
T ¤  Astronomy ¤ Tuscany and spread all ¤ 4 ¤ Astronomy astronomy Italy has been the home of many European such as the
Etruscans and the Romans, the birthplace of the University, the Renaissance began in Tuscany and spread all over ¤ Man,
modern science and astronomy, heliocentrism Opera. ¤
T ¤  Heliocentrism ¤ Tuscany and spread all ¤ 4 ¤ Heliocentrism ¤ heliocentrism Italy has been the home of many European
such as the Etruscans and the Romans, the birthplace of the University, the Renaissance began in Tuscany and spread all over
¤ Man, modern science and astronomy, heliocentrism Opera.
T ¤  Opera ¤ Tuscany and spread all ¤ 4 ¤ Opera ¤ Opera ¤ Italy has been the home of many European such as the Etruscans
and the Romans, the birthplace of the University, the Renaissance began in Tuscany and spread all over Man, modern science
and astronomy, heliocentrism Opera.
T ¤  Rome ¤ , was for centuries center ¤ 4 ¤ Rome ¤ Rome ¤ Italy's capital, Rome, was for centuries Western civilization. Italy
possessed a colonial from the second half of the nineteenth century mid-twentieth century.
T ¤  Western world ¤ possessed colonial empire ¤ 3 ¤ Western_world ¤ Western civilization ¤ Italy's capital, Rome, was for
centuries Western civilization. Italy possessed a colonial from the second half of the nineteenth century mid-twentieth century.
T ¤  Italian Colonial Empire ¤ possessed colonial empire ¤ 3 ¤ Italian_Colonial_Empire ¤ Italy possessed a colonial empire ¤
Italy's capital, Rome, was for centuries Western civilization. Italy possessed a colonial from the second half of the nineteenth
century mid-twentieth century.
T ¤  Developed country ¤ is democratic republic ¤ 3 ¤ Developed_country ¤ developed country ¤ Today, Italy is a democratic
republic and country with the eighth-highest quality-of-in the world.
T ¤  Quality-of-life index ¤ is democratic republic ¤ 3 ¤ Quality-of-life_index ¤ quality-of-life index rating ¤ Today, Italy is a
democratic republic and country with the eighth-highest quality-of-in the world.
T ¤  European Union ¤ member what is ¤ 3 ¤ European_Union ¤ European Union ¤ [4] It is a founding member of what is now
Union, having signed the Treaty of Rome is a founding member of the North Atlantic Organization (NATO).
T ¤  Treaty of Rome ¤ European Union , having signed ¤ 4 ¤ Treaty_of_Rome ¤ Treaty of Rome ¤ [4] It is a founding member of
what is now Union, having signed the Treaty of Rome is a founding member of the North Atlantic Organization (NATO).
T ¤  NATO ¤ founding member ¤ 2 ¤ NATO ¤ NATO ¤ [4] It is a founding member of what is now Union, having signed the
Treaty of Rome is a founding member of the North Atlantic Organization (NATO).
T ¤  G8 ¤ member , having world 's seventhlargest nominal GDP ¤ 6 ¤ G8 ¤ G8 ¤ It is a member of the G8, having the world's
nominal GDP, and is also a member Organisation for Economic Co-operation Development (OECD), the World Trade (WTO),
the Council of Europe, the Western Union, and the Central European Initiative.
N ¤  List of countries by GDP (nominal) ¤ member , having world 's ¤ 3 ¤ List_of_countries_by_GDP_(nominal) ¤ seventh-
largest nominal GDP ¤ It is a member of the G8, having the world's nominal GDP, and is also a member Organisation for
Economic Co-operation Development (OECD), the World Trade (WTO), the Council of Europe, the Western Union, and the
Central European Initiative.
T ¤  Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development ¤ world 's seventhlargest nominal GDP , and is member state ¤
8 ¤ Organisation_for_Economic_Co-operation_and_Development ¤ Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
¤ It is a member of the G8, having the world's nominal GDP, and is also a member Organisation for Economic Co-operation
Development (OECD), the World Trade (WTO), the Council of Europe, the Western Union, and the Central European Initiative.
T ¤  World Trade Organization ¤ world 's seventhlargest nominal GDP , and is member state ¤ 8 ¤ World_Trade_Organization ¤
World Trade Organization ¤ It is a member of the G8, having the world's nominal GDP, and is also a member Organisation for
Economic Co-operation Development (OECD), the World Trade (WTO), the Council of Europe, the Western Union, and the
Central European Initiative.
T ¤  Council of Europe ¤ world 's seventhlargest nominal GDP , and is member state ¤ 8 ¤ Council_of_Europe ¤ Council of
Europe ¤ It is a member of the G8, having the world's nominal GDP, and is also a member Organisation for Economic Co-
operation Development (OECD), the World Trade (WTO), the Council of Europe, the Western Union, and the Central European
Initiative.
T ¤  Western European Union ¤ world 's seventhlargest nominal GDP , and is member state ¤ 8 ¤ Western_European_Union ¤
Western European Union ¤ It is a member of the G8, having the world's nominal GDP, and is also a member Organisation for
Economic Co-operation Development (OECD), the World Trade (WTO), the Council of Europe, the Western Union, and the
Central European Initiative.
5T ¤  Central European Initiative ¤ world 's seventhlargest nominal GDP , and is member state ¤ 8 ¤ Central_European_Initiative
¤ Central European Initiative ¤ It is a member of the G8, having the world's nominal GDP, and is also a member Organisation
for Economic Co-operation Development (OECD), the World Trade (WTO), the Council of Europe, the Western Union, and the
Central European Initiative.
T ¤  Schengen Agreement ¤ is Schengen state ¤ 3 ¤ Schengen_Agreement ¤ Schengen ¤ Italy is a Schengen state.
N ¤  List of countries by military ¤ expenditures It has world 's ¤ 3 ¤ List_of_countries_by_military_expenditures ¤ eighth-largest
defence budget ¤ It has the world's eighth-largest defence shares NATO's nuclear weapons.
T ¤  Nuclear sharing ¤ It has world 's eighthlargest defence budget ¤ 6 ¤ Nuclear_sharing ¤ NATO's nuclear weapons ¤ It has
the world's eighth-largest defence shares NATO's nuclear weapons.
T ¤  List of elected members of the United Nations Security Council ¤ began two-year term ¤ 3 ¤
List_of_elected_members_of_the_United_Nations_Security_Council ¤ non-permanent member ¤ On 1 January 2007, Italy
began a two-non-permanent member of the United Nations Council.
T ¤  United Nations Security Council ¤ began two-year term ¤ 3 ¤ United_Nations_Security_Council ¤ United Nations Security
Council ¤ On 1 January 2007, Italy began a two-non-permanent member of the United Nations Council.
Radiohead (467)
T ¤  Alternative rock ¤ are English alternative rock band ¤ 5 ¤ Alternative_rock ¤ alternative rock ¤ Radiohead are an English
alternative rock Abingdon, Oxfordshire.
T ¤  Abingdon, Oxfordshire ¤ are English alternative rock band ¤ 5 ¤ Abingdon,_Oxfordshire ¤ Abingdon ¤ Radiohead are an
English alternative rock Abingdon, Oxfordshire.
T ¤  Oxfordshire ¤ are English alternative rock band ¤ 5 ¤ Oxfordshire ¤ Oxfordshire ¤ Radiohead are an English alternative
rock Abingdon, Oxfordshire.
T ¤  Thom Yorke ¤ band composed ¤ 2 ¤ Thom_Yorke ¤ Thom Yorke ¤ The band is composed of Thom Yorke rhythm guitar,
piano, beats), Jonny Greenwood guitar, keyboard, other instruments), Ed backing vocals), Colin Greenwood (bass synthesizers)
and Phil Selway (drums, percussion).
T ¤  Jonny Greenwood ¤ band composed ¤ 2 ¤ Jonny_Greenwood ¤ Jonny Greenwood ¤ The band is composed of Thom
Yorke rhythm guitar, piano, beats), Jonny Greenwood guitar, keyboard, other instruments), Ed backing vocals), Colin
Greenwood (bass synthesizers) and Phil Selway (drums, percussion).
T ¤  Ed O'Brien ¤ guitar , backing vocals ¤ 3 ¤ Ed_O%27Brien ¤ Ed O'Brien ¤ The band is composed of Thom Yorke rhythm
guitar, piano, beats), Jonny Greenwood guitar, keyboard, other instruments), Ed backing vocals), Colin Greenwood (bass
synthesizers) and Phil Selway (drums, percussion).
F ¤  Colin Greenwood ¤ guitar , backing vocals ¤ 3 ¤ Colin_Greenwood ¤ Colin Greenwood ¤ The band is composed of Thom
Yorke rhythm guitar, piano, beats), Jonny Greenwood guitar, keyboard, other instruments), Ed backing vocals), Colin
Greenwood (bass synthesizers) and Phil Selway (drums, percussion).
F ¤  Phil Selway ¤ guitar , backing vocals ¤ 3 ¤ Phil_Selway ¤ Phil Selway ¤ The band is composed of Thom Yorke rhythm
guitar, piano, beats), Jonny Greenwood guitar, keyboard, other instruments), Ed backing vocals), Colin Greenwood (bass
synthesizers) and Phil Selway (drums, percussion).
T ¤  Single (music) ¤ released their first ¤ 3 ¤ Single_(music) ¤ single ¤ Radiohead released their first single, "Creep",
T ¤  Creep (Radiohead song) ¤ released their first single ¤ 4 ¤ Creep_(Radiohead_song) ¤ Creep ¤ Radiohead released their
first single, "Creep",
T ¤  Pablo Honey ¤ it became worldwide hit several months ¤ 6 ¤ Pablo_Honey ¤ Pablo Honey ¤ The song was initially
unsuccessful, but worldwide hit several months after the release debut album, Pablo Honey (1993).
T ¤  The Bends ¤ 's popularity rose in United Kingdom ¤ 6 ¤ The_Bends ¤ The Bends ¤ Radiohead's popularity rose in the the
release of their second album, The Bends
T ¤  Falsetto ¤ Yorke 's falsetto singing received by critics ¤ 6 ¤ Falsetto ¤ falsetto ¤ The band's textured guitar parts and
Yorke's singing were warmly received by critics N R.E.M. null 0 R.E.M. R.E.M. and Alanis Morissette also exposed the audience
in North America
T ¤  Alanis Morissette ¤ exposed band ¤ 2 ¤ Alanis_Morissette ¤ Alanis Morissette ¤ and Alanis Morissette also exposed the
audience in North America
T ¤  OK Computer ¤ 1997 ) , propelled them ¤ 3 ¤ OK_Computer   ¤ OK Computer   ¤ Radiohead's third album, OK Computer
propelled them to greater international fame.
T ¤  Modernism ¤ OK Computer acclaimed as landmark record ¤ 6 ¤ Modernism ¤ modern ¤ Featuring an expansive sound and
themes alienation, OK Computer has often been landmark record of the 1990s.
T ¤  Social alienation ¤ OK Computer acclaimed as landmark record ¤ 6 ¤ Social_alienation ¤ alienation ¤ Featuring an
expansive sound and themes alienation, OK Computer has often been landmark record of the 1990s.
T ¤  Kid A ¤ 2001 ) marked evolution ¤ 3 ¤ Kid_A   ¤ Kid A   ¤ Kid A (2000) and Amnesiac (2001) marked in Radiohead's
musical style, as the group experimental electronic music, Krautrock, jazz influences.
T ¤  Amnesiac ¤ 2001 ) marked evolution ¤ 3 ¤ Amnesiac ¤ Amnesiac ¤ Kid A (2000) and Amnesiac (2001) marked in
Radiohead's musical style, as the group experimental electronic music, Krautrock, jazz influences.
T ¤  Electronic music ¤ group incorporated experimental ¤ 3 ¤ Electronic_music ¤ electronic music ¤ Kid A (2000) and Amnesiac
(2001) marked in Radiohead's musical style, as the group experimental electronic music, Krautrock, jazz influences.
T ¤  Krautrock ¤ group incorporated experimental electronic music ¤ 5 ¤ Krautrock ¤ Krautrock ¤ Kid A (2000) and Amnesiac
(2001) marked in Radiohead's musical style, as the group experimental electronic music, Krautrock, jazz influences.
T ¤  Post-punk ¤ group incorporated experimental electronic music ¤ 5 ¤ Post-punk ¤ post-punk ¤ Kid A (2000) and Amnesiac
(2001) marked in Radiohead's musical style, as the group experimental electronic music, Krautrock, jazz influences.
T ¤  Jazz ¤ group incorporated experimental electronic music ¤ 5 ¤ Jazz ¤ jazz ¤ Kid A (2000) and Amnesiac (2001) marked in
Radiohead's musical style, as the group experimental electronic music, Krautrock, jazz influences.
N ¤  Hail to the Thief ¤ remained popular ¤ 2 ¤ Hail_to_the_Thief ¤ Hail to the Thief ¤ Although critical opinion was divided,
Radiohead remained popular. Hail to the Thief (2003), guitar-driven rock, electronics and lyrics headlines, was the band's final
album for record label, EMI.
6F ¤  EMI ¤ headlines , was band 's final album ¤ 5 ¤ EMI ¤ EMI ¤ Although critical opinion was divided, Radiohead remained
popular. Hail to the Thief (2003), guitar-driven rock, electronics and lyrics headlines, was the band's final album for record label,
EMI.
T ¤  In Rainbows ¤ released their seventh album ¤ 4 ¤ In_Rainbows ¤ In Rainbows ¤ Radiohead independently released their In
Rainbows (2007), originally as a digital which each customer could set their own stores, to critical and chart success.
T ¤  Digital download ¤ each customer could set their own price ¤ 7 ¤ Digital_download ¤ digital download ¤ Radiohead
independently released their In Rainbows (2007), originally as a digital which each customer could set their own stores, to
critical and chart success.
T ¤  Rolling Stone ¤ ranked number 73 ¤ 3 ¤ Rolling_Stone ¤ Rolling Stone ¤ [1][2] In 2005, Radiohead were ranked Rolling
Stone's list of "the greatest artists
Jesse McCartney (635)
T ¤  Singer-songwriter ¤ 1987 ) is American ¤ 3 ¤ Singer-songwriter ¤ singer-songwriter ¤ Jesse Abraham Arthur McCartney
(born an American singer-songwriter and actor.
T ¤  Actor ¤ 1987 ) is American singer-songwriter ¤ 4 ¤ Actor   ¤ actor   ¤ Jesse Abraham Arthur McCartney (born an American
singer-songwriter and actor.
T ¤  Boy band ¤ McCartney rose to fame in early 2000s ¤ 7 ¤ Boy_band ¤ boy band   ¤ McCartney rose to fame in the early
2000s of the boy band Dream Street
N ¤  Dream Street ¤ McCartney rose to fame in early 2000s ¤ 7 ¤ Dream_Street ¤ Dream Street   ¤ McCartney rose to fame in
the early 2000s of the boy band Dream Street
T ¤  Summerland (TV series) ¤ solo career , having appeared in television series ¤ 7 ¤ Summerland_(TV_series) ¤ Summerland
¤ He subsequently branched out into a solo appeared in the television series Summerland.
Hancock (film) (260, first one of the two)
T ¤  2008 in film ¤ is 2008 American comedy-drama superhero film ¤ 6 ¤ 2008_in_film   ¤ 2008 ¤ Hancock is a 2008 American
comedy-drama film directed by Peter Berg and starring Bateman, and Charlize Theron.
T ¤  Cinema of the United States ¤ is 2008 American comedy-drama superhero film ¤ 6 ¤ Cinema_of_the_United_States   ¤
American ¤ Hancock is a 2008 American comedy-drama film directed by Peter Berg and starring Bateman, and Charlize
Theron.
T ¤  Comedy-drama ¤ 2008 American comedy-drama superhero film directed by Peter Berg ¤ 9 ¤ Comedy-drama   ¤ comedy-
drama   ¤ Hancock is a 2008 American comedy-drama film directed by Peter Berg and starring Bateman, and Charlize Theron.
T ¤  Superhero film ¤ 2008 American comedy-drama superhero film directed by Peter Berg ¤ 9 ¤ Superhero_film   ¤ superhero
film   ¤ Hancock is a 2008 American comedy-drama film directed by Peter Berg and starring Bateman, and Charlize Theron.
T ¤  Peter Berg ¤ 2008 American comedy-drama superhero film directed by ¤ 7 ¤ Peter_Berg   ¤ Peter Berg   ¤ Hancock is a
2008 American comedy-drama film directed by Peter Berg and starring Bateman, and Charlize Theron.
T ¤  Will Smith ¤ Peter Berg and starring ¤ 4 ¤ Will_Smith ¤ Will Smith ¤ Hancock is a 2008 American comedy-drama film
directed by Peter Berg and starring Bateman, and Charlize Theron.
T ¤  Jason Bateman ¤ Peter Berg and starring Will Smith ¤ 6 ¤ Jason_Bateman ¤ Jason Bateman ¤ Hancock is a 2008
American comedy-drama film directed by Peter Berg and starring Bateman, and Charlize Theron.
T ¤  Charlize Theron ¤ Peter Berg and starring Will Smith ¤ 6 ¤ Charlize_Theron ¤ Charlize Theron ¤ Hancock is a 2008
American comedy-drama film directed by Peter Berg and starring Bateman, and Charlize Theron.
F ¤  Los Angeles ¤ reckless actions cost city millions ¤ 5 ¤ Los_Angeles ¤ Los Angeles ¤ It tells the story of a vigilante
superhero, (Smith), from Los Angeles routinely cost the city millions of dollars.
T ¤  Development hell ¤ It languished in ¤ 3 ¤ Development_hell ¤ development hell ¤ It languished in development hell for
years various directors attached, including Tony Mann, Jonathan Mostow, and Gabriele going into production in 2007. Hancock
was Angeles with a production budget of $150
T ¤  Tony Scott ¤ various directors attached , including ¤ 4 ¤ Tony_Scott ¤ Tony Scott ¤ It languished in development hell for
years various directors attached, including Tony Mann, Jonathan Mostow, and Gabriele going into production in 2007. Hancock
was Angeles with a production budget of $150
T ¤  Michael Mann (director) ¤ various directors attached , including Tony Scott ¤ 6 ¤ Michael_Mann_(director) ¤ Michael Mann
¤ It languished in development hell for years various directors attached, including Tony Mann, Jonathan Mostow, and Gabriele
going into production in 2007. Hancock was Angeles with a production budget of $150
T ¤  Jonathan Mostow ¤ various directors attached , including Tony Scott ¤ 6 ¤ Jonathan_Mostow ¤ Jonathan Mostow ¤ It
languished in development hell for years various directors attached, including Tony Mann, Jonathan Mostow, and Gabriele
going into production in 2007. Hancock was Angeles with a production budget of $150
F ¤  Gabriele Muccino ¤ before going into production ¤ 4 ¤ Gabriele_Muccino ¤ Gabriele Muccino ¤ It languished in
development hell for years various directors attached, including Tony Mann, Jonathan Mostow, and Gabriele going into
production in 2007. Hancock was Angeles with a production budget of $150
T ¤  Los Angeles ¤ filmed in ¤ 2 ¤ Los_Angeles ¤ Los Angeles ¤ It languished in development hell for years various directors
attached, including Tony Mann, Jonathan Mostow, and Gabriele going into production in 2007. Hancock was Angeles with a
production budget of $150
T ¤  Motion Picture Association of America film rating system ¤ film rated ¤ 2 ¤
Motion_Picture_Association_of_America_film_rating_system ¤ PG-13 ¤ In the United States, the film was rated Motion Picture
Association of America after were made at the organization's request a "restricted" (R) rating, which it had received before.
T ¤  Motion Picture Association of America ¤ film rated PG-13 ¤ 3 ¤ Motion_Picture_Association_of_America ¤ Motion Picture
Association of America ¤ In the United States, the film was rated Motion Picture Association of America after were made at the
organization's request a "restricted" (R) rating, which it had received before.
N ¤  Columbia Pictures ¤ received mixed reviews ¤ 3 ¤ Columbia_Pictures ¤ Columbia Pictures ¤ The film was widely released
on July 2, United States and the United Kingdom Pictures. Hancock received mixed reviews critics.
7Pink Floyd (395)
T ¤  English people ¤ are English rock band ¤ 4 ¤ English_people ¤ English ¤ Pink Floyd are an English rock band who
recognition for their psychedelic and space and later, as they evolved, for their progressive music.
T ¤  Rock music ¤ are English rock band ¤ 4 ¤ Rock_music ¤ rock ¤ Pink Floyd are an English rock band who recognition for
their psychedelic and space and later, as they evolved, for their progressive music.
T ¤  Psychedelic rock ¤ English rock band who earned recognition ¤ 6 ¤ Psychedelic_rock ¤ psychedelic ¤ Pink Floyd are an
English rock band who recognition for their psychedelic and space and later, as they evolved, for their progressive music.
T ¤  Space rock ¤ English rock band who earned recognition ¤ 6 ¤ Space_rock ¤ space rock ¤ Pink Floyd are an English rock
band who recognition for their psychedelic and space and later, as they evolved, for their progressive music.
T ¤  Progressive rock ¤ they evolved , for their progressive rock music ¤ 7 ¤ Progressive_rock ¤ progressive rock ¤ Pink Floyd
are an English rock band who recognition for their psychedelic and space and later, as they evolved, for their progressive music.
T ¤  Philosophy ¤ known for philosophical lyrics ¤ 4 ¤ Philosophy ¤ philosophical ¤ Pink Floyd are known for philosophical
experimentation, innovative album cover elaborate live shows.
T ¤  Acoustics ¤ known for philosophical lyrics ¤ 4 ¤ Acoustics ¤ sonic experimentation ¤ Pink Floyd are known for philosophical
experimentation, innovative album cover elaborate live shows.
T ¤  Album art ¤ known for philosophical lyrics ¤ 4 ¤ Album_art ¤ album cover art ¤ Pink Floyd are known for philosophical
experimentation, innovative album cover elaborate live shows.
T ¤  Pink Floyd live performances ¤ known for philosophical lyrics ¤ 4 ¤ Pink_Floyd_live_performances ¤ live shows ¤ Pink
Floyd are known for philosophical experimentation, innovative album cover elaborate live shows.
T ¤  Progressive rock ¤ influenced progressive rock artists ¤ 4 ¤ Progressive_rock ¤ progressive rock ¤ [4] Pink Floyd influenced
progressive rock 1970s such as Genesis and Yes,[5] as contemporary artists such as Nine Inch Theater,[7] and Porcupine
Tree.
T ¤  Artist ¤ influenced progressive rock artists ¤ 4 ¤ Artist ¤ artists ¤ [4] Pink Floyd influenced progressive rock 1970s such as
Genesis and Yes,[5] as contemporary artists such as Nine Inch Theater,[7] and Porcupine Tree.
T ¤  Genesis (band) ¤ influenced progressive rock artists ¤ 4 ¤ Genesis_(band) ¤ Genesis ¤ [4] Pink Floyd influenced
progressive rock 1970s such as Genesis and Yes,[5] as contemporary artists such as Nine Inch Theater,[7] and Porcupine
Tree.
T ¤  Yes (band) ¤ influenced progressive rock artists ¤ 4 ¤ Yes_(band) ¤ Yes ¤ [4] Pink Floyd influenced progressive rock 1970s
such as Genesis and Yes,[5] as contemporary artists such as Nine Inch Theater,[7] and Porcupine Tree.
F ¤  Nine Inch Nails ¤ influenced progressive rock artists ¤ 4 ¤ Nine_Inch_Nails ¤ Nine Inch Nails ¤ [4] Pink Floyd influenced
progressive rock 1970s such as Genesis and Yes,[5] as contemporary artists such as Nine Inch Theater,[7] and Porcupine
Tree.
F ¤  Dream Theater ¤ influenced progressive rock artists ¤ 4 ¤ Dream_Theater ¤ Dream Theater ¤ [4] Pink Floyd influenced
progressive rock 1970s such as Genesis and Yes,[5] as contemporary artists such as Nine Inch Theater,[7] and Porcupine
Tree.
F ¤  Porcupine Tree ¤ influenced progressive rock artists ¤ 4 ¤ Porcupine_Tree ¤ Porcupine Tree ¤ [4] Pink Floyd influenced
progressive rock 1970s such as Genesis and Yes,[5] as contemporary artists such as Nine Inch Theater,[7] and Porcupine
Tree.
T ¤  Syd Barrett ¤ moved from Cambridge ¤ 3 ¤ Syd_Barrett ¤ Syd Barrett ¤ Pink Floyd were formed in London in 1965 Barrett
moved down from Cambridge and Set, a group consisting of Regent Street architecture students Nick Mason, Roger Richard
Wright and Bob Klose.
F ¤  Regent Street Polytechnic ¤ group consisting ¤ 2 ¤ Regent_Street_Polytechnic ¤ Regent Street Polytechnic ¤ Pink Floyd
were formed in London in 1965 Barrett moved down from Cambridge and Set, a group consisting of Regent Street architecture
students Nick Mason, Roger Richard Wright and Bob Klose.
T ¤  Nick Mason ¤ group consisting ¤ 2 ¤ Nick_Mason ¤ Nick Mason ¤ Pink Floyd were formed in London in 1965 Barrett moved
down from Cambridge and Set, a group consisting of Regent Street architecture students Nick Mason, Roger Richard Wright
and Bob Klose.
T ¤  Roger Waters ¤ group consisting ¤ 2 ¤ Roger_Waters ¤ Roger Waters ¤ Pink Floyd were formed in London in 1965 Barrett
moved down from Cambridge and Set, a group consisting of Regent Street architecture students Nick Mason, Roger Richard
Wright and Bob Klose.
T ¤  Richard Wright (musician) ¤ group consisting ¤ 2 ¤ Richard_Wright_(musician) ¤ Richard Wright ¤ Pink Floyd were formed
in London in 1965 Barrett moved down from Cambridge and Set, a group consisting of Regent Street architecture students Nick
Mason, Roger Richard Wright and Bob Klose.
T ¤  Bob Klose ¤ group consisting ¤ 2 ¤ Bob_Klose ¤ Bob Klose ¤ Pink Floyd were formed in London in 1965 Barrett moved
down from Cambridge and Set, a group consisting of Regent Street architecture students Nick Mason, Roger Richard Wright
and Bob Klose.
F ¤  David Gilmour ¤ his colleagues to replace him ¤ 4 ¤ David_Gilmour ¤ David Gilmour ¤ However, Barrett's erratic behaviour
eventually colleagues to replace him with guitarist Gilmour.
N ¤  Concept albums ¤ Dark Side ¤ 2 ¤ Concept_albums ¤ concept albums ¤ The band had always been popular in they did not
achieve worldwide critical and success until the concept albums The Dark Moon (1973), Wish You Were Here (1975), (1977),
and the rock opera The Wall (1979).
T ¤  The Dark Side of the Moon ¤ concept albums Dark Side ¤ 4 ¤ The_Dark_Side_of_the_Moon ¤ The Dark Side of the Moon
¤ The band had always been popular in they did not achieve worldwide critical and success until the concept albums The Dark
Moon (1973), Wish You Were Here (1975), (1977), and the rock opera The Wall (1979).
N ¤  Wish You Were Here (album) ¤ You Were ( 1975 ¤ 3 ¤ Wish_You_Were_Here_(album) ¤ Wish You Were Here ¤ The band
had always been popular in they did not achieve worldwide critical and success until the concept albums The Dark Moon
(1973), Wish You Were Here (1975), (1977), and the rock opera The Wall (1979).
N ¤  Animals (album) ¤ You Were ( 1975 ¤ 3 ¤ Animals_(album) ¤ Animals ¤ The band had always been popular in they did not
achieve worldwide critical and success until the concept albums The Dark Moon (1973), Wish You Were Here (1975), (1977),
and the rock opera The Wall (1979).
8N ¤  Rock opera ¤ You Were ( 1975 ¤ 3 ¤ Rock_opera ¤ rock opera ¤ The band had always been popular in they did not
achieve worldwide critical and success until the concept albums The Dark Moon (1973), Wish You Were Here (1975), (1977),
and the rock opera The Wall (1979).
N ¤  The Wall ¤ You Were ( 1975 ¤ 3 ¤ The_Wall ¤ The Wall ¤ The band had always been popular in they did not achieve
worldwide critical and success until the concept albums The Dark Moon (1973), Wish You Were Here (1975), (1977), and the
rock opera The Wall (1979).
T ¤  A Momentary Lapse of Reason ¤ They enjoyed worldwide success ¤ 4 ¤ A_Momentary_Lapse_of_Reason ¤ A Momentary
Lapse of Reason ¤ They again enjoyed worldwide success Momentary Lapse of Reason (1987) and Bell (1994).
T ¤  The Division Bell ¤ They enjoyed worldwide success ¤ 4 ¤ The_Division_Bell ¤ The Division Bell ¤ They again enjoyed
worldwide success Momentary Lapse of Reason (1987) and Bell (1994).
T ¤  Live 8 concert, London ¤ Waters performed with band ¤ 4 ¤ Live_8_concert,_London ¤ London Live 8 concert ¤ Waters
performed with the band for the years on 2 July 2005 at the London Live
Bow Wow (570)
N ¤ Stage name ¤ 1987 ) , known by his ¤ 4 ¤ Stage_name   ¤ stage name ¤ Shad Gregory Moss (born March 9, 1987), by his
stage name Bow Wow (formerly an American rapper, actor, and music producer.
T ¤  United States ¤ Lil ' Bow Wow ) , is American rapper ¤ 6 ¤ United_States ¤ American ¤ Shad Gregory Moss (born March 9,
1987), by his stage name Bow Wow (formerly an American rapper, actor, and music producer.
T ¤  Rapper Lil ' Bow Wow ¤ ) , is American ¤ 5 ¤ Rapper ¤ rapper ¤ Shad Gregory Moss (born March 9, 1987), by his stage
name Bow Wow (formerly an American rapper, actor, and music producer.
T ¤  Actor ¤ Lil ' Bow Wow ) , is American rapper ¤ 6 ¤ Actor ¤ actor ¤ Shad Gregory Moss (born March 9, 1987), by his stage
name Bow Wow (formerly an American rapper, actor, and music producer.
T ¤  Music producer ¤ Lil ' Bow Wow ) , is American rapper ¤ 6 ¤ Music_producer ¤ music producer ¤ Shad Gregory Moss (born
March 9, 1987), by his stage name Bow Wow (formerly an American rapper, actor, and music producer.
T ¤  Beware of Dog ¤ He released his debut album ¤ 5 ¤ Beware_of_Dog ¤ Beware of Dog ¤ He released his debut album
Beware of then under the stage name Lil' Bow Wow, carried until his 2003 album Unleashed, Wow.
T ¤  Unleashed (Bow Wow album) ¤ he carried until his 2003 album ¤ 6 ¤ Unleashed_(Bow_Wow_album) ¤ Unleashed ¤ He
released his debut album Beware of then under the stage name Lil' Bow Wow, carried until his 2003 album Unleashed, Wow.
T ¤  Wanted (album) ¤ Three more albums followed , Wanted in 2005 ¤ 7 ¤ Wanted_(album) ¤ Wanted   ¤ Three more albums
followed, Wanted in of Fame in 2006 and New Jack City II in
T ¤  The Price of Fame ¤ Three more albums followed , Wanted in 2005 ¤ 7 ¤ The_Price_of_Fame ¤ The Price of Fame ¤ Three
more albums followed, Wanted in of Fame in 2006 and New Jack City II in
T ¤  New Jack City II ¤ Three more albums followed , Wanted in 2005 ¤ 7 ¤ New_Jack_City_II ¤ New Jack City II   ¤ Three more
albums followed, Wanted in of Fame in 2006 and New Jack City II in
T ¤  Face Off (Bow Wow &amp; Omarion album) ¤ he released collaboration album ¤ 4 ¤
Face_Off_(Bow_Wow_%26_Omarion_album) ¤ Face Off ¤ In 2007, he released the collaboration album with Omarion.
T ¤  Omarion ¤ he released collaboration album Face Off ¤ 6 ¤ Omarion ¤ Omarion ¤ In 2007, he released the collaboration
album with Omarion.
Philippines (166)
T ¤  Southeast Asia ¤ Republic , is country ¤ 3 ¤ Southeast_Asia ¤ Southeast Asia ¤ The Philippines, officially known as the
Philippines, is a country in Southeast Asia its capital city.
F ¤  Manila ¤ Republic , is country ¤ 3 ¤ Manila ¤ Manila ¤ The Philippines, officially known as the Philippines, is a country in
Southeast Asia its capital city.
F ¤  Western Pacific Ocean ¤ It comprises 7 ¤ 3 ¤ Western_Pacific_Ocean ¤ western Pacific Ocean ¤ It comprises 7,107
islands[9] in the western Ocean.
T ¤  List of countries by population ¤ Philippines is world 's 12th ¤ 4 ¤ List_of_countries_by_population ¤ the world's 12th most
populous country ¤ The Philippines is the world's 12th most country, with a population of about 90 million
T ¤  List of countries by GDP (nominal) ¤ Its national economy is 47th largest ¤ 6 ¤ List_of_countries_by_GDP_(nominal) ¤ 47th
largest in the world ¤ [4][10] Its national economy is the 47th world, with an estimated 2008 gross domestic (GDP) of over US$
168.6 billion (nominal).
N ¤  Gross domestic product ¤ estimated 2008 ¤ 2 ¤ Gross_domestic_product ¤ gross domestic product ¤ [4][10] Its national
economy is the 47th world, with an estimated 2008 gross domestic (GDP) of over US$ 168.6 billion (nominal).
N ¤  United States dollar ¤ estimated 2008 gross domestic product ¤ 5 ¤ United_States_dollar   ¤ US$   ¤  [4][10] Its national
economy is the 47th world, with an estimated 2008 gross domestic (GDP) of over US$ 168.6 billion (nominal).
N ¤  Overseas Filipinos ¤ 11 ] There are more ¤ 4 ¤ Overseas_Filipinos ¤ overseas Filipinos ¤ [11] There are more than 11
million overseas worldwide, about 11% of the total population Philippines.
F ¤  Spain ¤ is one ¤ 2 ¤ Spain ¤ Spain ¤ A former colony of Spain and the United Philippines is one of two predominantly
countries in Asia, the other being East Timor.
F ¤  United States ¤ is one ¤ 2 ¤ United_States ¤ United States ¤ A former colony of Spain and the United Philippines is one of
two predominantly countries in Asia, the other being East Timor.
T ¤  Roman Catholic Church ¤ is one ¤ 2 ¤ Roman_Catholic_Church ¤ Roman Catholic ¤ A former colony of Spain and the
United Philippines is one of two predominantly countries in Asia, the other being East Timor.
N ¤  East Timor ¤ other being ¤ 2 ¤ East_Timor ¤ East Timor ¤ A former colony of Spain and the United Philippines is one of
two predominantly countries in Asia, the other being East Timor.
F ¤  Islam ¤ in the Philippines number , including ¤ 2 ¤ Islam_in_the_Philippines ¤ Islam ¤ There are also a number of minority
religious including Islam, Buddhism, and Hinduism.
F ¤  Buddhism in the Philippines ¤ number , including Islam ¤ 3 ¤ Buddhism_in_the_Philippines ¤ Buddhism ¤ There are also a
number of minority religious including Islam, Buddhism, and Hinduism.
F ¤  Hinduism in the Philippines ¤ number , including Islam ¤ 3 ¤ Hinduism_in_the_Philippines ¤ Hinduism ¤ There are also a
number of minority religious including Islam, Buddhism, and Hinduism.
9T ¤  Ethnic groups in the Philippines ¤ cultures found throughout islands ¤ 4 ¤ Ethnic_groups_in_the_Philippines ¤ ethnicities ¤
Multiple ethnicities and cultures are found islands. Ecologically, the Philippines diverse countries in the world.
T ¤  Culture of the Philippines ¤ found throughout islands ¤ 3 ¤ Culture_of_the_Philippines ¤ cultures ¤ Multiple ethnicities and
cultures are found islands. Ecologically, the Philippines diverse countries in the world.
N ¤  Ecologically ¤ is one ¤ 2 ¤ Ecologically ¤ Ecologically ¤ Multiple ethnicities and cultures are found islands. Ecologically, the
Philippines diverse countries in the world.
Judaism (644)
T ¤  Hebrew language ¤ Greek IoudaÃWsmos , derived from ¤ 4 ¤ Hebrew_language ¤ Hebrew ¤ Judaism (from the Greek
IoudaÃWsmos, the Hebrew ×?×?×?×?×?, Yehudah, "Judah";[Hebrew: ×?ÖG×?Ö²×?×?Ö¼×ª, Yahedut, characteristics of the
Judean ethnos)[2] and practices originating in the Hebrew as later further explored and explained in other texts.
T ¤  Kingdom of Judah ¤ Greek IoudaÃWsmos , derived from Hebrew ¤ 5 ¤ Kingdom_of_Judah ¤ Judah ¤ Judaism (from the
Greek IoudaÃWsmos, the Hebrew ×?×?×?×?×?, Yehudah, "Judah";[Hebrew: ×?ÖG×?Ö²×?×?Ö¼×ª, Yahedut, characteristics of
the Judean ethnos)[2] and practices originating in the Hebrew as later further explored and explained in other texts.
T ¤ Ethnic group ¤ 2 ] is set ¤ 3 ¤ Ethnic_group ¤ ethnos ¤ Judaism (from the Greek IoudaÃWsmos, the Hebrew ×?×?×?×?×?,
Yehudah, "Judah";[Hebrew: ×?ÖG×?Ö²×?×?Ö¼×ª, Yahedut, characteristics of the Judean ethnos)[2] and practices originating
in the Hebrew as later further explored and explained in other texts.
T ¤  Hebrew Bible ¤ practices originating in ¤ 3 ¤ Hebrew_Bible ¤ Hebrew ¤ Bible Judaism (from the Greek IoudaÃWsmos, the
Hebrew ×?×?×?×?×?, Yehudah, "Judah";[Hebrew: ×?ÖG×?Ö²×?×?Ö¼×ª, Yahedut, characteristics of the Judean ethnos)[2] and
practices originating in the Hebrew as later further explored and explained in other texts.
T ¤  Tanakh ¤ practices originating in Hebrew Bible ¤ 5 ¤ Tanakh ¤ Tanakh ¤ Judaism (from the Greek IoudaÃWsmos, the
Hebrew ×?×?×?×?×?, Yehudah, "Judah";[Hebrew: ×?ÖG×?Ö²×?×?Ö¼×ª, Yahedut, characteristics of the Judean ethnos)[2] and
practices originating in the Hebrew as later further explored and explained in other texts.
T ¤  Talmud ¤ Tanakh ) , as explored and explained in ¤ 6 ¤ Talmud ¤ Talmud ¤ Judaism (from the Greek IoudaÃWsmos, the
Hebrew ×?×?×?×?×?, Yehudah, "Judah";[Hebrew: ×?ÖG×?Ö²×?×?Ö¼×ª, Yahedut, characteristics of the Judean ethnos)[2] and
practices originating in the Hebrew as later further explored and explained in other texts.
F ¤  Children of Israel ¤ presents itself ¤ 2 ¤ Children_of_Israel ¤ Children of Israel ¤ Judaism presents itself as the covenantal
between the Children of Israel (later, the and God.
F ¤  Jews ¤ presents itself ¤ 2 ¤ Jews ¤ Jewish nation ¤ Judaism presents itself as the covenantal between the Children of
Israel (later, the and God.
F ¤  God ¤ presents itself ¤ 2 ¤ God ¤ God ¤ Judaism presents itself as the covenantal between the Children of Israel (later, the
and God.
T ¤  Monotheism ¤ one , and is among oldest religious traditions ¤ 7 ¤ Monotheism ¤ monotheistic ¤ It is considered either the
first or one of monotheistic religions, and is among the traditions still being practiced today.
T ¤  Religion ¤ one , and is among oldest religious traditions ¤ 7 ¤ Religion ¤ religions ¤ It is considered either the first or one of
monotheistic religions, and is among the traditions still being practiced today.
T ¤  Abrahamic religions ¤ traditions are central ¤ 3 ¤ Abrahamic_religions ¤ Abrahamic religions ¤ Many of its texts and
traditions are central Abrahamic religions, with Jewish history principles and ethics of Judaism having Christianity and Islam, as
well as some religions.
T ¤  Christianity ¤ ethics having influenced ¤ 3 ¤ Christianity ¤ Christianity ¤ Many of its texts and traditions are central
Abrahamic religions, with Jewish history principles and ethics of Judaism having Christianity and Islam, as well as some
religions.
T ¤  Islam ¤ ethics having influenced Christianity ¤ 4 ¤ Islam ¤ Islam ¤ Many of its texts and traditions are central Abrahamic
religions, with Jewish history principles and ethics of Judaism having Christianity and Islam, as well as some religions.
T ¤  Secular ¤ many aspects correspond to secular Western concepts ¤ 7 ¤ Secular ¤ secular ¤ As the foundation of Western
Christianity, of Judaism also correspond to secular Western of ethics and civil law.
T ¤  Western culture ¤ many aspects correspond to secular Western concepts ¤ 7 ¤ Western_culture ¤ Western ¤ As the
foundation of Western Christianity, of Judaism also correspond to secular Western of ethics and civil law.
T ¤  Ethics ¤ many aspects correspond to secular Western concepts ¤ 7 ¤ Ethics ¤ ethics ¤ As the foundation of Western
Christianity, of Judaism also correspond to secular Western of ethics and civil law.
T ¤  Civil law ¤ many aspects correspond to secular Western concepts ¤ 7 ¤ Civil_law ¤ civil law ¤ As the foundation of Western
Christianity, of Judaism also correspond to secular Western of ethics and civil law.
F ¤  Conversion to Judaism ¤ or born into Jewish nation ¤ 5 ¤ Conversion_to_Judaism ¤ converts ¤ Followers of Judaism,
whether converts Jewish nation (including seculars), are called
F ¤  Jew ¤ seculars ) , called ¤ 2 ¤ Jew ¤ Jews ¤ Followers of Judaism, whether converts Jewish nation (including seculars), are
called
T ¤  Ethnoreligious ¤ Jewish collective regarded as ethnoreligious group ¤ 6 ¤ Ethnoreligious ¤ ethnoreligious ¤ The Jewish
collective is regarded as an group, for reasons derived from the sacred define them as a nation, rather than followers
T ¤  Nation ¤ sacred texts that define them ¤ 5 ¤ Nation ¤ nation ¤ The Jewish collective is regarded as an group, for reasons
derived from the sacred define them as a nation, rather than followers
N ¤  Jewish population ¤ world Jewish population estimated at 13 ¤ 6 ¤ Jewish_population ¤ Jewish population   ¤ In 2007, the
world Jewish population was 13.2 million people, 41% of whom lived 40% of whom lived in the
T ¤  Israel ¤ 41 % whom lived in ¤ 5 ¤ Israel ¤ Israel ¤ In 2007, the world Jewish population was 13.2 million people, 41% of
whom lived 40% of whom lived in the
T ¤  United States ¤ 40 % whom lived in ¤ 5 ¤ United_States ¤ United States ¤ In 2007, the world Jewish population was 13.2
million people, 41% of whom lived 40% of whom lived in the
N ¤  Halakha ¤ , and learned rabbis ¤ 3 ¤ Halakha ¤ religious law ¤ In modern Judaism, central authority is single person or
body, but in sacred texts, and learned rabbis who interpret those texts
T ¤  Rabbis ¤ religious law , and learned ¤ 4 ¤ Rabbis ¤ rabbis ¤ In modern Judaism, central authority is single person or body,
but in sacred texts, and learned rabbis who interpret those texts
T ¤  Covenant (biblical) ¤ begins with ¤ 2 ¤ Covenant_(biblical) ¤ Covenant ¤ According to Jewish tradition, Judaism Covenant
between God and Abraham (ca. the patriarch and progenitor of the Jewish
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T ¤  Names of God in Judaism ¤ begins with Covenant ¤ 3 ¤ Names_of_God_in_Judaism ¤ God ¤ According to Jewish
tradition, Judaism Covenant between God and Abraham (ca. the patriarch and progenitor of the Jewish
T ¤  Abraham ¤ begins with Covenant ¤ 3 ¤ Abraham ¤ Abraham ¤ According to Jewish tradition, Judaism Covenant between
God and Abraham (ca. the patriarch and progenitor of the Jewish
T ¤  Patriarchs (Bible) ¤ begins with Covenant ¤ 3 ¤ Patriarchs_(Bible) ¤ patriarch ¤ According to Jewish tradition, Judaism
Covenant between God and Abraham (ca. the patriarch and progenitor of the Jewish
T ¤  Jewish principles of faith ¤ adhered to number ¤ 3 ¤ Jewish_principles_of_faith ¤ religious principles ¤ Throughout the
ages, Judaism has adhered of religious principles, the most important belief in a single, omniscient, omnipotent, transcendent
God, who created the universe continues to govern it.
T ¤  Omniscience ¤ important which is belief ¤ 4 ¤ Omniscience ¤ omniscient ¤ Throughout the ages, Judaism has adhered of
religious principles, the most important belief in a single, omniscient, omnipotent, transcendent God, who created the universe
continues to govern it.
T ¤  Omnipotence ¤ transcendent God , who created universe ¤ 5 ¤ Omnipotence ¤ omnipotent ¤ Throughout the ages,
Judaism has adhered of religious principles, the most important belief in a single, omniscient, omnipotent, transcendent God,
who created the universe continues to govern it.
T ¤  Benevolence ¤ transcendent God , who created universe ¤ 5 ¤ Benevolence ¤ benevolent ¤ Throughout the ages, Judaism
has adhered of religious principles, the most important belief in a single, omniscient, omnipotent, transcendent God, who
created the universe continues to govern it.
T ¤  Transcendence (religion) ¤ God , who created universe ¤ 4 ¤ Transcendence_(religion) ¤ transcendent ¤ Throughout the
ages, Judaism has adhered of religious principles, the most important belief in a single, omniscient, omnipotent, transcendent
God, who created the universe continues to govern it.
T ¤  Creation according to Genesis ¤ universe and continues to govern it ¤ 6 ¤ Creation_according_to_Genesis ¤ created the
universe ¤ Throughout the ages, Judaism has adhered of religious principles, the most important belief in a single, omniscient,
omnipotent, transcendent God, who created the universe continues to govern it.
T ¤  Israelite ¤ God established covenant ¤ 3 ¤ Israelite ¤ Israelites ¤ According to most branches, God established covenant
with the Israelites and their descendants, revealed his laws and commandments to Mount Sinai in the form of both the Written
Torah.
T ¤  613 Mitzvot ¤ their descendants , and revealed his laws ¤ 6 ¤ 613_Mitzvot ¤ commandments ¤ According to most
branches, God established covenant with the Israelites and their descendants, revealed his laws and commandments to Mount
Sinai in the form of both the Written Torah.
T ¤  Moses ¤ their descendants , and revealed his laws ¤ 6 ¤ Moses ¤ Moses ¤ According to most branches, God established
covenant with the Israelites and their descendants, revealed his laws and commandments to Mount Sinai in the form of both the
Written Torah.
T ¤  Biblical Mount Sinai ¤ their descendants , and revealed his laws ¤ 6 ¤ Biblical_Mount_Sinai ¤ Mount Sinai ¤ According to
most branches, God established covenant with the Israelites and their descendants, revealed his laws and commandments to
Mount Sinai in the form of both the Written Torah.
T ¤  Torah ¤ their descendants , and revealed his laws ¤ 6 ¤ Torah ¤ Written ¤ According to most branches, God established
covenant with the Israelites and their descendants, revealed his laws and commandments to Mount Sinai in the form of both the
Written Torah.
T ¤  Oral Torah ¤ their descendants , and revealed his laws ¤ 6 ¤ Oral_Torah ¤ Oral Torah ¤ According to most branches, God
established covenant with the Israelites and their descendants, revealed his laws and commandments to Mount Sinai in the
form of both the Written Torah.
T ¤  Karaite Judaism ¤ holds that Written Torah ¤ 4 ¤ Karaite_Judaism ¤ Karaite Judaism ¤ However, Karaite Judaism holds
that only Torah was revealed.
T ¤  Torah study ¤ valued ¤ 1 ¤ Torah_study ¤ Torah study ¤ Judaism has traditionally valued Torah observance of the
commandments recorded and expounded in the Talmud.
T ¤  Talmud ¤ Torah and expounded in ¤ 4 ¤ Talmud ¤ Talmud ¤ Judaism has traditionally valued Torah observance of the
commandments recorded and expounded in the Talmud.
John Cena (242)
T ¤  United States ¤ 4 ] is American actor ¤ 4 ¤ United_States ¤ American ¤ John Felix Anthony Cena[6] (born April American
actor, hip hop musician, and wrestler.
T ¤  Actor ¤ 4 ] is American  ¤ 3 ¤ Actor ¤ actor ¤ John Felix Anthony Cena[6] (born April American actor, hip hop musician, and
wrestler.
T ¤  Hip hop music ¤ 4 ] is American actor ¤ 4 ¤ Hip_hop_music ¤ hip hop musician ¤ John Felix Anthony Cena[6] (born April
American actor, hip hop musician, and wrestler.
T ¤  Professional wrestling ¤ 4 ] is American actor ¤ 4 ¤ Professional_wrestling ¤ wrestler ¤ John Felix Anthony Cena[6] (born
April American actor, hip hop musician, and wrestler.
T ¤  World Wrestling Entertainment ¤ He employed by ¤ 3 ¤ World_Wrestling_Entertainment ¤ World Wrestling Entertainment ¤
He is currently employed by World Wrestling Entertainment (WWE) working on their Raw
T ¤  WWE Raw ¤ World Wrestling Entertainment ( WWE ) working on their Raw brand ¤ 9 ¤ WWE_Raw ¤ Raw ¤ He is currently
employed by World Wrestling Entertainment (WWE) working on their Raw
T ¤  WWE Brand Extension ¤ World Wrestling Entertainment ( WWE ) working on their Raw ¤ 8 ¤ WWE_Brand_Extension ¤
brand ¤ He is currently employed by World Wrestling Entertainment (WWE) working on their Raw
T ¤  World Heavyweight Championship (professional wrestling) ¤ Cena is five-time ¤ 3 ¤
World_Heavyweight_Championship_(professional_wrestling) ¤ World Champion ¤ In his WWE career, Cena is a five-time
(three-time WWE Champion and two-time Heavyweight Champion),[7] three-time United Champion,[8] and a two-time World
Tag Champion.
T ¤  List of WWE Champions ¤ Cena is five-time World Champion ¤ 5 ¤ List_of_WWE_Champions ¤ three-time ¤ In his WWE
career, Cena is a five-time (three-time WWE Champion and two-time Heavyweight Champion),[7] three-time United
Champion,[8] and a two-time World Tag Champion.
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T ¤  WWE Championship ¤ Cena is five-time World Champion ¤ 5 ¤ WWE_Championship ¤ WWE Champion ¤ In his WWE
career, Cena is a five-time (three-time WWE Champion and two-time Heavyweight Champion),[7] three-time United
Champion,[8] and a two-time World Tag Champion.
T ¤  List of World Heavyweight Champions (WWE) ¤ Cena is five-time World Champion ¤ 5 ¤
List_of_World_Heavyweight_Champions_(WWE) ¤ two-time ¤ In his WWE career, Cena is a five-time (three-time WWE
Champion and two-time Heavyweight Champion),[7] three-time United Champion,[8] and a two-time World Tag Champion.
F ¤  List of WWE United States Champions ¤ Cena is five-time World Champion ¤ 5 ¤ List_of_WWE_United_States_Champions
¤ three-time ¤ In his WWE career, Cena is a five-time (three-time WWE Champion and two-time Heavyweight Champion),[7]
three-time United Champion,[8] and a two-time World Tag Champion.
F ¤  WWE United States Championship ¤ Cena is five-time World Champion ¤ 5 ¤ WWE_United_States_Championship ¤
United States Champion ¤ In his WWE career, Cena is a five-time (three-time WWE Champion and two-time Heavyweight
Champion),[7] three-time United Champion,[8] and a two-time World Tag Champion.
F ¤  List of World Tag Team Champions (WWE) ¤ Cena is five-time World Champion ¤ 5 ¤
List_of_World_Tag_Team_Champions_(WWE) ¤ two-time ¤ In his WWE career, Cena is a five-time (three-time WWE
Champion and two-time Heavyweight Champion),[7] three-time United Champion,[8] and a two-time World Tag Champion.
F ¤  World Tag Team Championship (WWE) ¤ Cena is five-time World Champion ¤ 5 ¤
World_Tag_Team_Championship_(WWE) ¤ World Tag Team Champion ¤ In his WWE career, Cena is a five-time (three-time
WWE Champion and two-time Heavyweight Champion),[7] three-time United Champion,[8] and a two-time World Tag
Champion.
T ¤  Royal Rumble (2008) ¤ He won ¤ 2 ¤ Royal_Rumble_(2008) ¤ 2008 Royal Rumble ¤ [9] He also won the 2008 Royal
Rumble.
T ¤  Ultimate Pro Wrestling ¤ Cena trained in and wrestled for ¤ 6 ¤ Ultimate_Pro_Wrestling ¤ Ultimate Pro Wrestling ¤ [10]
Before being promoted to the main Cena trained in and wrestled for Ultimate and Ohio Valley Wrestling, holding the top
promotions.
T ¤  Ohio Valley Wrestling ¤ , holding top titles both ¤ 4 ¤ Ohio_Valley_Wrestling ¤ Ohio Valley Wrestling ¤ [10] Before being
promoted to the main Cena trained in and wrestled for Ultimate and Ohio Valley Wrestling, holding the top promotions.
T ¤  Professional wrestling promotion ¤ Ohio Valley Wrestling , holding top titles both ¤ 7 ¤ Professional_wrestling_promotion ¤
promotions ¤ [10] Before being promoted to the main Cena trained in and wrestled for Ultimate and Ohio Valley Wrestling,
holding the top promotions.
T ¤  You Can't See Me ¤ rap album You Ca See Me ¤ 6 ¤ You_Can%27t_See_Me ¤ You Can't See Me ¤ Outside of wrestling,
Cena has released You Can't See Me, which debuted at #15 Billboard 200 chart,[13] and starred in the The Marine (2006) and
12 Rounds (2009).
T ¤  Billboard 200 ¤ Me , which debuted at # 15 ¤ 6 ¤ Billboard_200 ¤ Billboard</i> 200   ¤ Outside of wrestling, Cena has
released You Can't See Me, which debuted at #15 Billboard 200 chart,[13] and starred in the The Marine (2006) and 12 Rounds
(2009).
T ¤  The Marine ¤ feature films Marine ¤ 3 ¤ The_Marine ¤ The Marine ¤ Outside of wrestling, Cena has released You Can't
See Me, which debuted at #15 Billboard 200 chart,[13] and starred in the The Marine (2006) and 12 Rounds (2009).
T ¤  12 Rounds (film) ¤ feature films Marine ¤ 3 ¤ 12_Rounds_(film) ¤ 12 Rounds ¤ Outside of wrestling, Cena has released
You Can't See Me, which debuted at #15 Billboard 200 chart,[13] and starred in the The Marine (2006) and 12 Rounds (2009).
T ¤  Manhunt (2001 TV series) ¤ television shows including ¤ 3 ¤ Manhunt_(2001_TV_series) ¤ Manhunt ¤ [14][15] He has also
made appearances shows including Manhunt, Deal or No Deal,[Saturday Night Live, and Punk'd.
T ¤  Deal or No Deal (U.S. game show) ¤ television shows including Manhunt ¤ 4 ¤ Deal_or_No_Deal_(U.S._game_show) ¤
Deal or No Deal ¤ [14][15] He has also made appearances shows including Manhunt, Deal or No Deal,[Saturday Night Live, and
Punk'd.
T ¤  MADtv ¤ television shows including Manhunt ¤ 4 ¤ MADtv ¤ MADtv ¤ [14][15] He has also made appearances shows
including Manhunt, Deal or No Deal,[Saturday Night Live, and Punk'd.
T ¤  Saturday Night Live ¤ television shows including Manhunt ¤ 4 ¤ Saturday_Night_Live ¤ Saturday Night Live ¤ [14][15] He
has also made appearances shows including Manhunt, Deal or No Deal,[Saturday Night Live, and Punk'd.
T ¤  Punk'd ¤ television shows including Manhunt ¤ 4 ¤ Punk%27d ¤ Punk'd ¤ [14][15] He has also made appearances shows
including Manhunt, Deal or No Deal,[Saturday Night Live, and Punk'd.
T ¤  Fast Cars and Superstars: The Gillette Young Guns Celebrity Race ¤ Cena was contestant ¤ 3 ¤
Fast_Cars_and_Superstars:_The_Gillette_Young_Guns_Celebrity_Race ¤ Fast Cars and Superstars: The Gillette Young Guns
Celebrity Race ¤ Cena was also a contestant on Fast Cars Superstars: The Gillette Young Guns Celebrity where he made it to
the final round before eliminated, placing third in the overall competition.
Kenya (850 =second one of two in 849)
T ¤  East Africa ¤ Republic is country ¤ 3 ¤ East_Africa ¤ East Africa ¤ The Republic of Kenya is a country in
T ¤  Indian Ocean ¤ Lying along ¤ 2 ¤ Indian_Ocean ¤ Indian Ocean ¤ Lying along the Indian Ocean, at the equator, bordered
by Ethiopia (north), Tanzania (south), Uganda Sudan (northwest).
T ¤  Equator ¤ bordered by Ethiopia ¤ 3 ¤ Equator ¤ equator ¤ Lying along the Indian Ocean, at the equator, bordered by
Ethiopia (north), Tanzania (south), Uganda Sudan (northwest).
T ¤  Ethiopia ¤ bordered by ¤ 2 ¤ Ethiopia ¤ Ethiopia ¤ Lying along the Indian Ocean, at the equator, bordered by Ethiopia
(north), Tanzania (south), Uganda Sudan (northwest).
T ¤  Somalia ¤ bordered by Ethiopia ¤ 3 ¤ Somalia ¤ Somalia ¤ Lying along the Indian Ocean, at the equator, bordered by
Ethiopia (north), Tanzania (south), Uganda Sudan (northwest).
T ¤  Tanzania ¤ bordered by Ethiopia ¤ 3 ¤ Tanzania ¤ Tanzania ¤ Lying along the Indian Ocean, at the equator, bordered by
Ethiopia (north), Tanzania (south), Uganda Sudan (northwest).
T ¤  Uganda ¤ bordered by Ethiopia ¤ 3 ¤ Uganda ¤ Uganda ¤ Lying along the Indian Ocean, at the equator, bordered by
Ethiopia (north), Tanzania (south), Uganda Sudan (northwest).
T ¤  Lake Victoria ¤ bordered by Ethiopia ¤ 3 ¤ Lake_Victoria ¤ Lake Victoria ¤ Lying along the Indian Ocean, at the equator,
bordered by Ethiopia (north), Tanzania (south), Uganda Sudan (northwest).
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T ¤  Sudan ¤ bordered by Ethiopia ¤ 3 ¤ Sudan ¤ Sudan ¤ Lying along the Indian Ocean, at the equator, bordered by Ethiopia
(north), Tanzania (south), Uganda Sudan (northwest).
T ¤  Nairobi ¤ capital city is ¤ 3 ¤ Nairobi ¤ Nairobi ¤ The capital city is Nairobi Cairo).
F ¤  Cairo, Egypt ¤ capital city is Nairobi ¤ 4 ¤ Cairo,_Egypt ¤ Cairo ¤ The capital city is Nairobi Cairo).
T ¤  Mount Kenya ¤ country named after ¤ 3 ¤ Mount_Kenya ¤ Mount Kenya ¤ The country is named after Mount Kenya,
significant landmark and the second among mountain peaks of Africa,[4][5] and both usually pronounced /Ë?kiË?njÉ?/[6] in
English the native pronunciation and the one intended original transcription Kenia was [Ë?kenia].
T ¤  Highest mountain peaks of Africa ¤ country named after Mount Kenya ¤ 5 ¤ Highest_mountain_peaks_of_Africa ¤ highest
mountain peaks of Africa ¤ The country is named after Mount Kenya, significant landmark and the second among mountain
peaks of Africa,[4][5] and both usually pronounced /Ë?kiË?njÉ?/[6] in English the native pronunciation and the one intended
original transcription Kenia was [Ë?kenia].
T ¤  Jomo Kenyatta ¤ current pronunciation became widespread ¤ 4 ¤ Jomo_Kenyatta ¤ Jomo Kenyatta ¤ [7] During the
presidency of Jomo Kenyatta 1960s, the current pronunciation /Ë?kÉ?widespread in English because his name according to the
original native pronunciation.
T ¤  British East Africa ¤ known as British East Africa Protectorate ¤ 6 ¤ British_East_Africa ¤ British East Africa ¤ [8] Before
1920, the area now known as known as the British East Africa Protectorate there was no need to mention mount when the
mountain.
Linux (488)
T ¤  Unix-like ¤ generic term referring to Unix-like computer ¤ 6 ¤ Unix-like ¤ Unix-like ¤ Linux (commonly pronounced
/Ë?lÉªnÉ?variants exist[3]) is a generic term referring computer operating systems based on the
T ¤  Operating system ¤ systems based on Linux kernel ¤ 5 ¤ Operating_system ¤ operating systems ¤ Linux (commonly
pronounced /Ë?lÉªnÉ?variants exist[3]) is a generic term referring computer operating systems based on the
T ¤  Linux kernel ¤ systems based on ¤ 3 ¤ Linux_kernel ¤ Linux kernel ¤ Linux (commonly pronounced /Ë?lÉªnÉ?variants
exist[3]) is a generic term referring computer operating systems based on the
T ¤  Free and open source software ¤ Their development is one ¤ 4 ¤ Free_and_open_source_software ¤ free and open source
software ¤ Their development is one of the most prominent examples of free and open source software collaboration; typically
all the underlying be used, freely modified, and redistributed under the terms of the GNU GPL[4] and licenses.
N ¤  Source code ¤ all underlying ¤ 2 ¤ Source_code ¤ source code ¤ Their development is one of the most prominent
examples of free and open source software collaboration; typically all the underlying be used, freely modified, and redistributed
under the terms of the GNU GPL[4] and licenses.
T ¤  GNU GPL license ¤ source code used , modified , and redistributed by anyone ¤ 8 ¤ GNU_GPL_license ¤ GNU GPL ¤
Their development is one of the most prominent examples of free and open source software collaboration; typically all the
underlying be used, freely modified, and redistributed under the terms of the GNU GPL[4] and licenses.
T ¤  Server (computing) ¤ it installed on wide variety ¤ 5 ¤ Server_(computing) ¤ servers ¤ Linux is predominantly known for its
use although it is installed on a wide variety hardware, ranging from embedded devices phones to supercomputers.
T ¤  Hardware ¤ wide variety , ranging from embedded devices ¤ 6 ¤ Hardware ¤ hardware ¤ Linux is predominantly known for
its use although it is installed on a wide variety hardware, ranging from embedded devices phones to supercomputers.
T ¤  Embedded devices ¤ wide variety , ranging from ¤ 4 ¤ Embedded_devices ¤ embedded devices ¤ Linux is predominantly
known for its use although it is installed on a wide variety hardware, ranging from embedded devices phones to
supercomputers.
T ¤  Mobile phones ¤ wide variety , ranging from embedded devices ¤ 6 ¤ Mobile_phones ¤ mobile phones ¤ Linux is
predominantly known for its use although it is installed on a wide variety hardware, ranging from embedded devices phones to
supercomputers.
T ¤  Supercomputers ¤ wide variety , ranging from embedded devices ¤ 6 ¤ Supercomputers ¤ supercomputers ¤ Linux is
predominantly known for its use although it is installed on a wide variety hardware, ranging from embedded devices phones to
supercomputers.
T ¤  Linux distribution ¤ , installed on both desktop ¤ 4 ¤ Linux_distribution ¤ Linux distributions ¤ [5] Linux distributions, installed
on both laptop computers, have become increasingly commonplace in recent years, owing largely popular Ubuntu distribution
and to the emergence netbooks.
T ¤  Desktop computer ¤ Linux distributions , installed on both ¤ 5 ¤ Desktop_computer ¤ desktop ¤ [5] Linux distributions,
installed on both laptop computers, have become increasingly commonplace in recent years, owing largely popular Ubuntu
distribution and to the emergence netbooks.
F ¤  Laptop ¤ computers , become commonplace ¤ 3 ¤ Laptop ¤ laptop ¤ [5] Linux distributions, installed on both laptop
computers, have become increasingly commonplace in recent years, owing largely popular Ubuntu distribution and to the
emergence netbooks.
T ¤  Ubuntu ¤ recent years , owing to popular Ubuntu distribution ¤ 7 ¤ Ubuntu ¤ Ubuntu ¤ [5] Linux distributions, installed on
both laptop computers, have become increasingly commonplace in recent years, owing largely popular Ubuntu distribution and
to the emergence netbooks.
T ¤  Netbooks ¤ recent years , owing to popular Ubuntu distribution ¤ 7 ¤ Netbooks ¤ netbooks ¤ [5] Linux distributions, installed
on both laptop computers, have become increasingly commonplace in recent years, owing largely popular Ubuntu distribution
and to the emergence netbooks.
T ¤  Linux kernel ¤ Linux " comes from ¤ 3 ¤ Linux_kernel ¤ Linux kernel ¤ The name "Linux" comes from the Linux written in
1991 by Linus Torvalds.
T ¤  Linus Torvalds ¤ Linux kernel , written in ¤ 1 ¤ 991 ¤ 5 Linus_Torvalds ¤ Linus Torvalds  The name "Linux" comes from the
Linux written in 1991 by Linus Torvalds.
N ¤  System utility ¤ rest , including ¤ 2 ¤ System_utility ¤ utilities ¤ The rest of the system, including utilities usually comes from
the GNU operating system announced in 1983 by Richard Stallman.
N ¤  Library (computer science) ¤ rest , including utilities ¤ 3 ¤ Library_(computer_science) ¤ libraries ¤ The rest of the system,
including utilities usually comes from the GNU operating system announced in 1983 by Richard Stallman.
F ¤  GNU ¤ operating system ¤ 2 ¤ GNU ¤ GNU ¤ The rest of the system, including utilities usually comes from the GNU
operating system announced in 1983 by Richard Stallman.
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F ¤  Richard Stallman ¤ system announced in ¤ 1 ¤ 983 ¤ 4 Richard_Stallman ¤ Richard Stallman  The rest of the system,
including utilities usually comes from the GNU operating system announced in 1983 by Richard Stallman.
F ¤  Free Software Foundation ¤ 's preferred name ¤ 3 ¤ Free_Software_Foundation ¤ Free Software Foundation ¤ The GNU
contribution is the basis for the Foundation's preferred name GNU/Linux.
Star Wars: The Clone Wars (film (855 =second one of two in 854)
T ¤  2008 in film ¤ Clone Wars is ¤ 2 ¤ 8 ¤ CGI ¤ 5 2008_in_film  2008  Star Wars: The Clone Wars is a 2008 CGI science
fiction film that follows the continuing within the Star Wars universe.
T ¤  Computer-generated imagery ¤ 2008 CGI animated science fiction film ¤ 6 ¤ Computer-generated_imagery   ¤ CGI ¤ Star
Wars: The Clone Wars is a 2008 CGI science fiction film that follows the continuing within the Star Wars universe.
T ¤  Animation ¤ Clone Wars is ¤ 2 ¤ 8 ¤ CGI ¤ 5 Animation  animated  Star Wars: The Clone Wars is a 2008 CGI science
fiction film that follows the continuing within the Star Wars universe.
T ¤  Science fiction film ¤ 2008 CGI animated ¤ 3 ¤ Science_fiction_film ¤ science fiction film ¤ Star Wars: The Clone Wars is a
2008 CGI science fiction film that follows the continuing within the Star Wars universe.
T ¤  Star Wars ¤ continuing adventures ¤ 2 ¤ Star_Wars ¤ Star Wars ¤ Star Wars: The Clone Wars is a 2008 CGI science fiction
film that follows the continuing within the Star Wars universe.
T ¤  Star Wars Episode II: Attack of the Clones ¤ It set between Star Wars Episode II ¤ 7 ¤
Star_Wars_Episode_II:_Attack_of_the_Clones ¤ Star Wars Episode II: Attack of the Clones ¤ It is set between Star Wars
Episode II: Clones, and Star Wars Episode III: Revenge
T ¤  Star Wars Episode III: Revenge of the Sith ¤ It set between Star Wars Episode II ¤ 7 ¤
Star_Wars_Episode_III:_Revenge_of_the_Sith ¤ Star Wars Episode III: Revenge of the Sith ¤ It is set between Star Wars
Episode II: Clones, and Star Wars Episode III: Revenge
T ¤  Grauman's Egyptian Theatre ¤ Grauman 's Egyptian Theatre and released in theaters ¤ 7 ¤
Grauman%27s_Egyptian_Theatre ¤ Grauman's Egyptian Theatre ¤ The film premiered on August 10, 2008 Egyptian Theatre
and was released in theaters 14, 2008 across Australia States, Canada and the United Kingdom
N ¤  Warner Bros. ¤ null ¤ 0 ¤ Warner_Bros. ¤ Warner Bros. ¤
T ¤  Star Wars ¤ Clone Wars is seventh Star Wars feature ¤ 7 ¤ Star_Wars ¤ Star Wars ¤ Star Wars: The Clone Wars is the
seventh feature to be released in theaters in North eighth in Europe, as Caravan of Courage cinematic release there in 1984)
and is theatrical film for the franchise, and the distributed by Warner Bros.
T ¤  North America ¤ seventh Star Wars feature to released in theaters ¤ 8 ¤ North_America ¤ North America ¤ Star Wars: The
Clone Wars is the seventh feature to be released in theaters in North eighth in Europe, as Caravan of Courage cinematic
release there in 1984) and is theatrical film for the franchise, and the distributed by Warner Bros.
F ¤  Europe ¤ Caravan received cinematic release ¤ 4 ¤ Europe ¤ Europe ¤ Star Wars: The Clone Wars is the seventh feature
to be released in theaters in North eighth in Europe, as Caravan of Courage cinematic release there in 1984) and is theatrical
film for the franchise, and the distributed by Warner Bros.
T ¤  Caravan of Courage ¤ received cinematic release ¤ 3 ¤ Caravan_of_Courage ¤ Caravan of Courage ¤ Star Wars: The
Clone Wars is the seventh feature to be released in theaters in North eighth in Europe, as Caravan of Courage cinematic
release there in 1984) and is theatrical film for the franchise, and the distributed by Warner Bros.
N ¤  Warner Bros. ¤ null ¤ 0 ¤ Warner_Bros. ¤ Warner Bros. ¤ instead of 20th Century Fox.
N ¤  20th Century Fox ¤ null ¤ 0 ¤ 20th_Century_Fox ¤ 20th Century Fox ¤ instead of 20th Century Fox.
F ¤  George Lucas ¤ first theatrical Star Wars film to directed by someone other ¤ 10 ¤ George_Lucas ¤ George Lucas ¤ It is
the first theatrical Star Wars film to someone other than George Lucas since Jedi's Richard Marquand.
T ¤  Star Wars Episode VI: Return of the Jedi ¤ first theatrical Star Wars film to directed by someone other ¤ 10 ¤
Star_Wars_Episode_VI:_Return_of_the_Jedi ¤ Return of the Jedi ¤ It is the first theatrical Star Wars film to someone other than
George Lucas since Jedi's Richard Marquand.
T ¤  Richard Marquand ¤ first theatrical Star Wars film to directed by someone other ¤ 10 ¤ Richard_Marquand ¤ Richard
Marquand ¤ It is the first theatrical Star Wars film to someone other than George Lucas since Jedi's Richard Marquand.
F ¤  John Williams ¤ only theatrical Star Wars film scored by ¤ 7 ¤ John_Williams ¤ John Williams ¤ It is also the only theatrical
Star Wars film John Williams; Kevin Kiner was hired to new music, which was combined with selected Williams melodies from
previous Star Wars
T ¤  Star Wars: The Clone Wars (2008 TV series) ¤ Clone Wars intended to act as introduction ¤ 7 ¤
Star_Wars:_The_Clone_Wars_(2008_TV_series) ¤ television series ¤ The Clone Wars is intended to act as an the television
series of the same name, October 3, 2008.
T ¤  Star Wars: Clone Wars (2003 TV series) ¤ It set in same time period ¤ 6 ¤ Star_Wars:_Clone_Wars_(2003_TV_series) ¤
2003 series ¤ It is set in roughly the same time period 2003 series.
Iraq War (712)
T ¤  Gulf War ¤ , known as Second Persian ¤ 4 ¤ Gulf_War ¤ Gulf War ¤ The Iraq War, also known as the Second War, the
Occupation of Iraq,[41] or Operation Freedom,[42] is an ongoing[43][44] military which began on March 20, 2003 with the by a
multinational force now led by and entirely of troops from the United States Kingdom.
T ¤  Ongoing conflicts ¤ 42 ] is ¤ 2 ¤ Ongoing_conflicts ¤ ongoing ¤ The Iraq War, also known as the Second War, the
Occupation of Iraq,[41] or Operation Freedom,[42] is an ongoing[43][44] military which began on March 20, 2003 with the by a
multinational force now led by and entirely of troops from the United States Kingdom.
T ¤  Military campaign ¤ which began on March 20 ¤ 5 ¤ Military_campaign ¤ military campaign   ¤ The Iraq War, also known as
the Second War, the Occupation of Iraq,[41] or Operation Freedom,[42] is an ongoing[43][44] military which began on March 20,
2003 with the by a multinational force now led by and entirely of troops from the United States Kingdom.
T ¤  2003 invasion of Iraq ¤ military campaign which began on March 20 ¤ 7 ¤ 2003_invasion_of_Iraq ¤ invasion of Iraq   ¤ The
Iraq War, also known as the Second War, the Occupation of Iraq,[41] or Operation Freedom,[42] is an ongoing[43][44] military
which began on March 20, 2003 with the by a multinational force now led by and entirely of troops from the United States
Kingdom.
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T ¤  Multinational force in Iraq ¤ led by and composed ¤ 4 ¤ Multinational_force_in_Iraq ¤ multinational force ¤ The Iraq War,
also known as the Second War, the Occupation of Iraq,[41] or Operation Freedom,[42] is an ongoing[43][44] military which
began on March 20, 2003 with the by a multinational force now led by and entirely of troops from the United States Kingdom.
T ¤  United States ¤ multinational force led by and composed ¤ 6 ¤ United_States ¤ United States ¤ The Iraq War, also known
as the Second War, the Occupation of Iraq,[41] or Operation Freedom,[42] is an ongoing[43][44] military which began on March
20, 2003 with the by a multinational force now led by and entirely of troops from the United States Kingdom.
T ¤  United Kingdom ¤ multinational force led by and composed ¤ 6 ¤ United_Kingdom ¤ United Kingdom ¤ The Iraq War, also
known as the Second War, the Occupation of Iraq,[41] or Operation Freedom,[42] is an ongoing[43][44] military which began on
March 20, 2003 with the by a multinational force now led by and entirely of troops from the United States Kingdom.
N ¤  Spain ¤ claimed that Iraq 's alleged possession ¤ 5 ¤ Spain ¤ Spain ¤ Prior to the war, the governments of the Spain
claimed that Iraq's alleged possession of mass destruction (WMD) posed an imminent their security and that of their coalition
allies.
T ¤  Iraq and weapons of mass destruction ¤ Spain claimed that Iraq 's alleged possession ¤ 6 ¤
Iraq_and_weapons_of_mass_destruction ¤ weapons of mass destruction ¤ Prior to the war, the governments of the Spain
claimed that Iraq's alleged possession of mass destruction (WMD) posed an imminent their security and that of their coalition
allies.
T ¤  United Nations Monitoring, Verification and Inspection Commission ¤ United Nations weapons inspectors found no
evidence ¤ 7 ¤ United_Nations_Monitoring,_Verification_and_Inspection_Commission ¤ weapons inspectors ¤ [46][47][48]
United Nations weapons inspectors evidence of WMD, giving support to earlier poor intelligence on the subject.
T ¤  Iraq Survey Group ¤ U. S. -led ¤ 3 ¤ Iraq_Survey_Group ¤ Iraq Survey Group ¤ [49][50][51][52] After the invasion, the
U.Survey Group concluded that programs in 1991 and had no active programs of the invasion, but that they intended to
production if the Iraq sanctions were lifted.
N ¤  Iraq sanctions ¤ null ¤ 0 ¤ Iraq_sanctions ¤ Iraq sanctions ¤ [49][50][51][52] After the invasion, the U.Survey Group
concluded that programs in 1991 and had no active programs of the invasion, but that they intended to production if the Iraq
sanctions were lifted.
T ¤  Saddam Hussein ¤ Some U. S. officials accused Saddam Hussein ¤ 7 ¤ Saddam_Hussein ¤ Saddam Hussein ¤ [54] Some
U.S. officials also accused Saddam of harboring and supporting Al-Qaeda,[55] evidence of any collaborative relationship
T ¤  Al-Qaeda ¤ Saddam Hussein harboring and supporting ¤ 5 ¤ Al-Qaeda A ¤ l-Qaeda ¤ [54] Some U.S. officials also accused
Saddam of harboring and supporting Al-Qaeda,[55] evidence of any collaborative relationship
T ¤  Rationale for the Iraq War ¤ invasion stated by U. S. officials ¤ 6 ¤ Rationale_for_the_Iraq_War ¤ reasons for the invasion ¤
[56][57] Other reasons for the invasion officials included Iraq's financial support Palestinian suicide bombers,[58] Iraqi
government rights abuses,[59] and an effort on the part coalition forces to spread democracy in region.
F ¤  Palestine ¤ U. S. officials included Iraq 's financial support ¤ 7 ¤ Palestine ¤ Palestinian ¤ [56][57] Other reasons for the
invasion officials included Iraq's financial support Palestinian suicide bombers,[58] Iraqi government rights abuses,[59] and an
effort on the part coalition forces to spread democracy in region.
F ¤  Suicide bomber ¤ U. S. officials included Iraq 's financial support ¤ 7 ¤ Suicide_bomber ¤ suicide bombers ¤ [56][57] Other
reasons for the invasion officials included Iraq's financial support Palestinian suicide bombers,[58] Iraqi government rights
abuses,[59] and an effort on the part coalition forces to spread democracy in region.
F ¤  Human rights ¤ U. S. officials included Iraq 's financial support ¤ 7 ¤ Human_rights ¤ human rights ¤ [56][57] Other reasons
for the invasion officials included Iraq's financial support Palestinian suicide bombers,[58] Iraqi government rights abuses,[59]
and an effort on the part coalition forces to spread democracy in region.
T ¤  Democracy ¤ part to spread ¤ 3 ¤ Democracy ¤ democracy ¤ [56][57] Other reasons for the invasion officials included Iraq's
financial support Palestinian suicide bombers,[58] Iraqi government rights abuses,[59] and an effort on the part coalition forces
to spread democracy in region.
T ¤  Oil reserves ¤ Iraq 's oil reserves were factor ¤ 5 ¤ Oil_reserves ¤ oil reserves ¤ [60] Some officials said Iraq in the decision
to invade,[61][62][63][64][officials denied this.
T ¤  2003 invasion of Iraq ¤ led to occupation ¤ 3 ¤ 2003_invasion_of_Iraq ¤ invasion of Iraq ¤ The invasion of Iraq led to an
occupation eventual capture and execution of Saddam
T ¤  Post-invasion Iraq, 2003â??present ¤ invasion led to ¤ 3 ¤ Post-invasion_Iraq,_2003%E2%80%93present ¤ occupation ¤
The invasion of Iraq led to an occupation eventual capture and execution of Saddam
T ¤  Execution of Saddam Hussein ¤ invasion led to occupation ¤ 4 ¤ Execution_of_Saddam_Hussein ¤ execution ¤ The
invasion of Iraq led to an occupation eventual capture and execution of Saddam
F ¤  Saddam Hussein ¤ invasion led to occupation ¤ 4 ¤ Saddam_Hussein ¤ Saddam Hussein ¤ The invasion of Iraq led to an
occupation eventual capture and execution of Saddam
T ¤  Asymmetric warfare ¤ various sectarian groups led to ¤ 5 ¤ Asymmetric_warfare ¤ asymmetric warfare ¤ Violence against
coalition forces and among sectarian groups soon led to asymmetric Iraqi insurgency, strife between many Sunni Iraqi groups,
and al-Qaeda operations in
T ¤  Iraqi insurgency ¤ , strife between many Sunni ¤ 4 ¤ Iraqi_insurgency ¤ Iraqi insurgency ¤ Violence against coalition forces
and among sectarian groups soon led to asymmetric Iraqi insurgency, strife between many Sunni Iraqi groups, and al-Qaeda
operations in
T ¤  Sunni Islam ¤ Iraqi insurgency , strife between many ¤ 5 ¤ Sunni_Islam ¤ Sunni ¤ Violence against coalition forces and
among sectarian groups soon led to asymmetric Iraqi insurgency, strife between many Sunni Iraqi groups, and al-Qaeda
operations in
T ¤  Shia Islam ¤ Iraqi insurgency , strife between many Sunni ¤ 6 ¤ Shia_Islam ¤ Shia ¤ Violence against coalition forces and
among sectarian groups soon led to asymmetric Iraqi insurgency, strife between many Sunni Iraqi groups, and al-Qaeda
operations in
T ¤  Al-Qaeda ¤ Iraqi insurgency , strife between many Sunni ¤ 6 ¤ Al-Qaeda ¤ al-Qaeda ¤ Violence against coalition forces and
among sectarian groups soon led to asymmetric Iraqi insurgency, strife between many Sunni Iraqi groups, and al-Qaeda
operations in
T ¤  Al-Qaeda in Iraq ¤ Iraqi insurgency , strife between many Sunni ¤ 6 ¤ Al-Qaeda_in_Iraq ¤ operations in Iraq ¤ Violence
against coalition forces and among sectarian groups soon led to asymmetric Iraqi insurgency, strife between many Sunni Iraqi
groups, and al-Qaeda operations in
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N ¤  Casualties of the Iraq War ¤ through 2007 ranges ¤ 3 ¤ Casualties_of_the_Iraq_War ¤ number of Iraqis killed ¤ [68][69]
The number of Iraqis killed through from "a conservative cautious minimum" 85,000 civilians[70][71] to a survey estimate
1,000,000 citizens.
N ¤  United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees ¤ estimates war ¤ 2 ¤ United_Nations_High_Commissioner_for_Refugees
¤ UNHCR ¤ [34] UNHCR estimates the war uprooted Iraqis through April 2008 (about 16% of Iraq), two million of whom had fled
to neighbouring countries[72] fleeing a humanitarian situation Cross described in March 2008 as "among critical in the world".
N ¤  Refugees of Iraq ¤ UNHCR estimates war ¤ 3 ¤ Refugees_of_Iraq ¤ uprooted 4.7 million Iraqis ¤ [34] UNHCR estimates
the war uprooted Iraqis through April 2008 (about 16% of Iraq), two million of whom had fled to neighbouring countries[72]
fleeing a humanitarian situation Cross described in March 2008 as "among critical in the world".
N ¤ International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement ¤ described in March 2008 ¤ 4 ¤
International_Red_Cross_and_Red_Crescent_Movement ¤ Red Cross   ¤ [34] UNHCR estimates the war uprooted Iraqis
through April 2008 (about 16% of Iraq), two million of whom had fled to neighbouring countries[72] fleeing a humanitarian
situation Cross described in March 2008 as "among critical in the world".
T ¤  Failed States Index ¤ Iraq was fifth ¤ 3 ¤ Failed_States_Index ¤ Failed States Index ¤ [74] In August 2008, Iraq Index.
T ¤  U.S.-Iraq Status of Forces Agreement ¤ Iraqi governments approved Status ¤ 4 ¤ U.S.-Iraq_Status_of_Forces_Agreement
¤ Status of Forces Agreement ¤ [76][77] In late 2008, the approved a Status of Forces Agreement January 1, 2012.
T ¤  Barack Obama ¤ President Barack Obama announced 18-month withdrawal window ¤ 7 ¤ Barack_Obama ¤ Barack
Obama   ¤ President Barack Obama announced an withdrawal window for "combat forces", 30,000 to 50,000 troops "to advise
and window security forces and to provide intelligence surveillance".
T ¤  Iraqi security forces ¤ 000 troops " to advise and train ¤ 6 ¤ Iraqi_security_forces   ¤ Iraqi security forces ¤ President Barack
Obama announced an withdrawal window for "combat forces", 30,000 to 50,000 troops "to advise and security forces and to
provide intelligence surveillance".
N ¤  Ray Odierno ¤ Iraq , said he ¤ 3 ¤ Ray_Odierno ¤ Ray Odierno ¤ [82][83] General Ray Odierno, the top commander in
Iraq, said he believes all be out of the country by the end of 2011,[forces ended combat operations on April
Terminal Salvation (266)
T ¤  Cinema of the United States ¤ is upcoming American science fiction post-apocalyptic war film set ¤ 9 ¤
Cinema_of_the_United_States ¤ American ¤ Terminator Salvation is an upcoming American fiction post-apocalyptic war film set
for 4th in Australia, June 3rd in the for the United States.
T ¤  Science fiction film ¤ is upcoming American science fiction post-apocalyptic war film set ¤ 9 ¤ Science_fiction_film ¤
science fiction ¤ Terminator Salvation is an upcoming American fiction post-apocalyptic war film set for 4th in Australia, June 3rd
in the for the United States.
T ¤  Apocalyptic and post-apocalyptic fiction ¤ is upcoming American science fiction post-apocalyptic war film set ¤ 9 ¤
Apocalyptic_and_post-apocalyptic_fiction ¤ post-apocalyptic ¤ Terminator Salvation is an upcoming American fiction post-
apocalyptic war film set for 4th in Australia, June 3rd in the for the United States.
T ¤  War film ¤ is upcoming American science fiction post-apocalyptic war film set ¤ 9 ¤ War_film ¤ war film ¤ Terminator
Salvation is an upcoming American fiction post-apocalyptic war film set for 4th in Australia, June 3rd in the for the United States.
T ¤  McG ¤ Directed by ¤ 2 ¤ McG ¤ McG ¤ Directed by McG, it is the fourth film in series and stars Christian Bale as John
Worthington as Marcus Wright, a cyborg is human.
N ¤  Terminator (franchise) ¤ series and stars Christian Bale ¤ 5 ¤ Terminator_(franchise) ¤ Terminator ¤ Directed by McG, it is
the fourth film in series and stars Christian Bale as John Worthington as Marcus Wright, a cyborg is human.
T ¤  Christian Bale ¤ Terminator series and stars ¤ 4 ¤ Christian_Bale ¤ Christian Bale ¤ Directed by McG, it is the fourth film in
series and stars Christian Bale as John Worthington as Marcus Wright, a cyborg is human.
T ¤  John Connor ¤ Terminator series and stars Christian Bale ¤ 6 ¤ John_Connor ¤ John Connor ¤ Directed by McG, it is the
fourth film in series and stars Christian Bale as John Worthington as Marcus Wright, a cyborg is human.
T ¤  Sam Worthington ¤ Terminator series and stars Christian Bale ¤ 6 ¤ Sam_Worthington ¤ Sam Worthington ¤ Directed by
McG, it is the fourth film in series and stars Christian Bale as John Worthington as Marcus Wright, a cyborg is human.
T ¤  Kyle Reese ¤ , played by Anton Yelchin ¤ 4 ¤ Kyle_Reese ¤ Kyle Reese ¤ It also introduces a young version of the Kyle
Reese, played by Anton Yelchin, and origins of the T-800 Model 101 Terminator, Arnold Schwarzenegger and Roland Kickinger.
T ¤  Anton Yelchin ¤ Kyle Reese , played by ¤ 4 ¤ Anton_Yelchin ¤ Anton Yelchin ¤ It also introduces a young version of the
Kyle Reese, played by Anton Yelchin, and origins of the T-800 Model 101 Terminator, Arnold Schwarzenegger and Roland
Kickinger.
F ¤  Terminator (character) ¤ Anton Yelchin , and depicts origins ¤ 5 ¤ Terminator_(character) ¤ T-800 Model 101 Terminator ¤
It also introduces a young version of the Kyle Reese, played by Anton Yelchin, and origins of the T-800 Model 101 Terminator,
Arnold Schwarzenegger and Roland Kickinger.
T ¤  Arnold Schwarzenegger ¤ origins , played by ¤ 3 ¤ Arnold_Schwarzenegger ¤ Arnold Schwarzenegger ¤ It also introduces
a young version of the Kyle Reese, played by Anton Yelchin, and origins of the T-800 Model 101 Terminator, Arnold
Schwarzenegger and Roland Kickinger.
N ¤  Roland Kickinger ¤ origins , played by Arnold Schwarzenegger ¤ 5 ¤ Roland_Kickinger ¤ Roland Kickinger ¤ It also
introduces a young version of the Kyle Reese, played by Anton Yelchin, and origins of the T-800 Model 101 Terminator, Arnold
Schwarzenegger and Roland Kickinger.
T ¤  Sequel ¤ Being both ¤ 2 ¤ Sequel ¤ sequel ¤ Being both a sequel and a prequel to the Salvation, set in 2018, focuses on
the war humanity and Skynet.
T ¤  Prequel ¤ Being both sequel ¤ 3 ¤ Prequel ¤ prequel ¤ Being both a sequel and a prequel to the Salvation, set in 2018,
focuses on the war humanity and Skynet.
T ¤  Skynet (Terminator) ¤ 2018 , focuses on war ¤ 4 ¤ Skynet_(Terminator) ¤ Skynet   ¤ Being both a sequel and a prequel to
the Salvation, set in 2018, focuses on the war humanity and Skynet.
T ¤  Terminator (character) ¤ series , which revolved around ¤ 4 ¤ Terminator_(character) ¤ Terminators ¤ It abandons the
format of previous entries which only revolved around Terminators characters traveling through time to either John Connor
before the events of Judgment
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ABBA (749 =second one of two in 748)
T ¤  Swedish ¤ was Swedish pop music group ¤ 5 ¤ Swedish ¤ Swedish ¤ ABBA was a Swedish pop music group
T ¤  Pop music ¤ was Swedish pop music group ¤ 5 ¤ Pop_music ¤ pop music ¤ ABBA was a Swedish pop music group
T ¤  Agnetha FÃ¤ltskog ¤ band consisted ¤ 2 ¤ Agnetha_F%C3%A4ltskog ¤ Agnetha FÃ¤ltskog ¤ The band consisted of
Agnetha FÃ¤ltskog, Andersson, BjÃ¶rn Ulvaeus and Anni-Frid
T ¤ Benny Andersson ¤ band consisted ¤ 2 ¤ Benny_Andersson ¤ Benny Andersson ¤ The band consisted of Agnetha
FÃ¤ltskog, Andersson, BjÃ¶rn Ulvaeus and Anni-Frid
T ¤  BjÃ¶rn Ulvaeus ¤ band consisted ¤ 2 ¤ Bj%C3%B6rn_Ulvaeus ¤ BjÃ¶rn Ulvaeus ¤ The band consisted of Agnetha
FÃ¤ltskog, Andersson, BjÃ¶rn Ulvaeus and Anni-Frid
T ¤  Anni-Frid Lyngstad ¤ band consisted ¤ 2 ¤ Anni-Frid_Lyngstad ¤ Anni-Frid Lyngstad ¤ The band consisted of Agnetha
FÃ¤ltskog, Andersson, BjÃ¶rn Ulvaeus and Anni-Frid
T ¤  1970s in music ¤ They topped charts ¤ 3 ¤ 1970s_in_music ¤ 1970s ¤ They topped the charts worldwide from the early
1980s.
T ¤  1980s in music ¤ They topped charts ¤ 3 ¤ 1980s_in_music ¤ 1980s ¤ They topped the charts worldwide from the early
1980s.
T ¤  Acronym and initialism ¤ formed from first letters each ¤ 5 ¤ Acronym_and_initialism ¤ acronym ¤ The name "ABBA" is an
acronym formed letters of each of the group members' given (Agnetha, Benny, BjÃ¶rn, Anni-Frid).
T ¤  Hook (music) ¤ immense international popularity employing catchy song ¤ 6 ¤ Hook_(music) ¤ hooks ¤ ABBA gained
immense international popularity catchy song hooks, simple lyrics, and a achieved by overdubbing the female singers' multiple
harmonies.
T ¤  Lyrics ¤ immense international popularity employing catchy song hooks ¤ 7 ¤ Lyrics ¤ lyrics ¤ ABBA gained immense
international popularity catchy song hooks, simple lyrics, and a achieved by overdubbing the female singers' multiple harmonies.
T ¤  Wall of Sound ¤ achieved by overdubbing female singers ' voices ¤ 6 ¤ Wall_of_Sound ¤ Wall of Sound ¤ ABBA gained
immense international popularity catchy song hooks, simple lyrics, and a achieved by overdubbing the female singers' multiple
harmonies.
T ¤  Overdubbing ¤ Wall achieved by overdubbing female singers ' voices ¤ 7 ¤ Overdubbing ¤ overdubbing ¤ ABBA gained
immense international popularity catchy song hooks, simple lyrics, and a achieved by overdubbing the female singers' multiple
harmonies.
T ¤  Continental Europe ¤ to enjoy consistent success ¤ 4 ¤ Continental_Europe ¤ mainland Europe ¤ [4] ABBA was also the
first pop group from Europe to enjoy consistent success in the English-speaking countries, including the the United States,
Canada Rhodesia, Australia and New Zealand
T ¤  UK Singles Chart ¤ charts , including ¤ 2 ¤ UK_Singles_Chart ¤ United Kingdom ¤ [4] ABBA was also the first pop group
from Europe to enjoy consistent success in the English-speaking countries, including the the United States, Canada Rhodesia,
Australia and New Zealand
T ¤  Hot 100 Singles Sales ¤ charts , including United Kingdom ¤ 4 ¤ Hot_100_Singles_Sales ¤ United States ¤ [4] ABBA was
also the first pop group from Europe to enjoy consistent success in the English-speaking countries, including the the United
States, Canada Rhodesia, Australia and New Zealand
T ¤  Canada ¤ charts , including United Kingdom ¤ 4 ¤ Canada ¤ Canada ¤ [4] ABBA was also the first pop group from Europe
to enjoy consistent success in the English-speaking countries, including the the United States, Canada Rhodesia, Australia and
New Zealand
T ¤  Republic of Ireland ¤ charts , including United Kingdom ¤ 4 ¤ Republic_of_Ireland ¤ Ireland ¤ [4] ABBA was also the first
pop group from Europe to enjoy consistent success in the English-speaking countries, including the the United States, Canada
Rhodesia, Australia and New Zealand
T ¤  South Africa ¤ charts , including United Kingdom ¤ 4 ¤ South_Africa ¤ South Africa ¤ [4] ABBA was also the first pop group
from Europe to enjoy consistent success in the English-speaking countries, including the the United States, Canada Rhodesia,
Australia and New Zealand
T ¤  Rhodesia ¤ charts , including United Kingdom ¤ 4 ¤ Rhodesia ¤ Rhodesia ¤ [4] ABBA was also the first pop group from
Europe to enjoy consistent success in the English-speaking countries, including the the United States, Canada Rhodesia,
Australia and New Zealand
T ¤  ARIA Charts ¤ charts , including United Kingdom ¤ 4 ¤ ARIA_Charts ¤ Australia ¤ [4] ABBA was also the first pop group
from Europe to enjoy consistent success in the English-speaking countries, including the the United States, Canada Rhodesia,
Australia and New Zealand
T ¤  RIANZ ¤ charts , including United Kingdom ¤ 4 ¤ RIANZ ¤ New Zealand ¤ [4] ABBA was also the first pop group from
Europe to enjoy consistent success in the English-speaking countries, including the the United States, Canada Rhodesia,
Australia and New Zealand
T ¤  Mamma Mia! ¤ successful musical Mamma Mia ! that toured worldwide ¤ 7 ¤ Mamma_Mia! ¤ Mamma Mia! ¤ The music of
ABBA has been re-arranged successful musical Mamma Mia! that has worldwide and had a movie version released 2008.
T ¤  Mamma Mia! (film) ¤ worldwide and had ¤ 3 ¤ Mamma_Mia!_(film) ¤ movie version ¤ The music of ABBA has been re-
arranged successful musical Mamma Mia! that has worldwide and had a movie version released 2008.
F ¤  Benny Andersson ¤ film premiÃ¨re took place ¤ 4 ¤ Benny_Andersson ¤ Benny Andersson ¤ The film premiÃ¨re took place
at the Benny Andersson-owned Rival Theatre at Mariatorget, Stockholm on 4 July 2008.
T ¤  Mariatorget ¤ film premiÃ¨re took place ¤ 4 ¤ Mariatorget ¤ Mariatorget ¤ The film premiÃ¨re took place at the Benny
Andersson-owned Rival Theatre at Mariatorget, Stockholm on 4 July 2008.
T ¤  Stockholm ¤ film premiÃ¨re took place ¤ 4 ¤ Stockholm ¤ Stockholm ¤ The film premiÃ¨re took place at the Benny
Andersson-owned Rival Theatre at Mariatorget, Stockholm on 4 July 2008.
Florida (515)
T ¤  U.S. state ¤ located in southeastern region ¤ 4 ¤ U.S._state ¤ state ¤ Florida ( /Ë?flÉ?rÉªdÉ?/ (helpÂGinfo)) is in the
southeastern region of the Alabama to the northwest and
T ¤  Southeastern United States ¤ state located in southeastern region ¤ 5 ¤ Southeastern_United_States ¤ southeastern
region ¤ Florida ( /Ë?flÉ?rÉªdÉ?/ (helpÂGinfo)) is in the southeastern region of the Alabama to the northwest and
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T ¤  United States ¤ southeastern region , bordering Alabama ¤ 4 ¤ United_States ¤ United States ¤ Florida ( /Ë?flÉ?rÉªdÉ?/
(helpÂGinfo)) is in the southeastern region of the Alabama to the northwest and
T ¤  Alabama ¤ southeastern region , bordering ¤ 3 ¤ Alabama ¤ Alabama ¤ Florida ( /Ë?flÉ?rÉªdÉ?/ (helpÂGinfo)) is in the
southeastern region of the Alabama to the northwest and
T ¤  Georgia (U.S. state) ¤ southeastern region , bordering Alabama ¤ 4 ¤ Georgia_(U.S._state) ¤ Georgia ¤ Florida (
/Ë?flÉ?rÉªdÉ?/ (helpÂGinfo)) is in the southeastern region of the Alabama to the northwest and
T ¤  United States ¤ 27th state admitted to ¤ 4 ¤ United_States  ¤ United States   ¤ It was the 27th state admitted to the
T ¤  Peninsula ¤ is large ¤ 2 ¤ Peninsula ¤ peninsula ¤ Much of the land mass of the state is a with the Gulf of Mexico to the
west, and Ocean to the east.
T ¤  Gulf of Mexico ¤ is large peninsula ¤ 3 ¤ Gulf_of_Mexico ¤ Gulf of Mexico ¤ Much of the land mass of the state is a with the
Gulf of Mexico to the west, and Ocean to the east.
T ¤  Atlantic Ocean ¤ is large peninsula ¤ 3 ¤ Atlantic_Ocean ¤ Atlantic Ocean ¤ Much of the land mass of the state is a with the
Gulf of Mexico to the west, and Ocean to the east.
F ¤  Tropical ¤ It nicknamed ¤ 2 ¤ Tropical ¤ tropical ¤ It is nicknamed the "sunshine state" because tropical to subtropical
climate.
F ¤  Subtropical climate ¤ It nicknamed ¤ 2 ¤ Subtropical_climate ¤ subtropical climate ¤ It is nicknamed the "sunshine state"
because tropical to subtropical climate.
N ¤  United States Census Bureau ¤ estimates that state population ¤ 4 ¤ United_States_Census_Bureau ¤ United States
Census Bureau ¤ The United States Census Bureau estimates state population was 18,328,340 in as the fourth most populous
state in the
T ¤  Tallahassee, Florida ¤ is state capital ¤ 3 ¤ Tallahassee,_Florida ¤ Tallahassee ¤ [6][7] Tallahassee is the state capital and
largest metro area.
T ¤  Miami ¤ is largest metro area ¤ 4 ¤ Miami ¤ Miami ¤ [6][7] Tallahassee is the state capital and largest metro area.
T ¤  List of U.S. state residents names ¤ Residents known as " Floridians " ¤ 4 ¤ List_of_U.S._state_residents_names ¤
Floridians ¤ Residents of Florida are properly known
Two-Face (160)
T ¤  Fictional ¤ is fictional comic book supervillain ¤ 5 ¤ Fictional ¤ fictional ¤ Two-Face is a fictional comic book supervillain
appears in comic books published by DC
T ¤  Comic book ¤ is fictional comic book supervillain ¤ 5 ¤ Comic_book ¤ comic book ¤ Two-Face is a fictional comic book
supervillain appears in comic books published by DC
T ¤  Supervillain ¤ fictional comic book supervillain who appears in comic books ¤ 9 ¤ Supervillain ¤ supervillain ¤ Two-Face is a
fictional comic book supervillain appears in comic books published by DC
T ¤  Comic books ¤ fictional comic book supervillain who appears in ¤ 7 ¤ Comic_books ¤ comic books ¤ Two-Face is a fictional
comic book supervillain appears in comic books published by DC
T ¤  DC Comics ¤ comic books published by ¤ 4 ¤ DC_Comics ¤ DC Comics ¤ Two-Face is a fictional comic book supervillain
appears in comic books published by DC
T ¤  Detective Comics ¤ character appeared in ¤ 3 ¤ Detective_Comics ¤ Detective Comics ¤ The character first appeared in
Detective (August 1942), and was created by Bob Finger.
T ¤ 1942 ¤ ) , and created by Bob Kane ¤ 5 ¤ 1942#August ¤ August 1942 ¤ The character first appeared in Detective (August
1942), and was created by Bob Finger.
T ¤  Bob Kane ¤ August 1942 ) , and created by ¤ 5 ¤ Bob_Kane   ¤ Bob Kane   ¤ The character first appeared in Detective
(August 1942), and was created by Bob Finger.
T ¤  Bill Finger ¤ August 1942 ) , and created by Bob Kane ¤ 7 ¤ Bill_Finger   ¤ Bill Finger   ¤ The character first appeared in
Detective (August 1942), and was created by Bob Finger.
T ¤  Archenemy ¤ He is ¤ 2 ¤ Archenemy ¤ archenemy ¤ He is an archenemy of Batman.
T ¤  Batman ¤ He is archenemy ¤ 3 ¤ Batman ¤ Batman ¤ He is an archenemy of Batman.
T ¤  District Attorney ¤ he goes insane ¤ 3 ¤ District_Attorney ¤ District Attorney ¤ Once Harvey Dent, District Attorney of an ally
of Batman, he goes insane and becomes crime boss Two-Face after the left half hideously disfigured; he chooses to bring evil
based upon the outcome of a coin flip.
T ¤  Gotham City ¤ he goes insane ¤ 3 ¤ Gotham_City ¤ Gotham City ¤ Once Harvey Dent, District Attorney of an ally of
Batman, he goes insane and becomes crime boss Two-Face after the left half hideously disfigured; he chooses to bring evil
based upon the outcome of a coin flip.
T ¤  Disfigurement ¤ left half disfigured ; he ¤ 4 ¤ Disfigurement ¤ disfigured ¤ Once Harvey Dent, District Attorney of an ally of
Batman, he goes insane and becomes crime boss Two-Face after the left half hideously disfigured; he chooses to bring evil
based upon the outcome of a coin flip.
N ¤  Flipism ¤ See , ¤ 1 ¤ Flipism ¤ Flipism ¤ See, Flipism.
F ¤  Gimmick ¤ was one ¤ 2 ¤ Gimmick ¤ gimmick ¤ Originally, Two-Face was one of many comic book villains, plotting crimes
based number two, such as robbing Gotham Second Bank at 2:00 on February 2.
T ¤  Comic book ¤ one , plotting crimes ¤ 3 ¤ Comic_book ¤ comic book ¤ Originally, Two-Face was one of many comic book
villains, plotting crimes based number two, such as robbing Gotham Second Bank at 2:00 on February 2.
F ¤  Spencer Tracy ¤ movie poster advertising Spencer Tracy film ¤ 6 ¤ Spencer_Tracy ¤ Spencer Tracy ¤ Creator Bob Kane
was inspired by a movie advertising the Spencer Tracy film
N ¤  Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (1941 film) ¤ null ¤ 0 ¤ Dr._Jekyll_and_Mr._Hyde_(1941_film) ¤ Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde ¤ Hyde
and conceived the idea of a villain personality.
T ¤  Modern Age of Comic Books ¤ writers portrayed his obsession ¤ 4 ¤ Modern_Age_of_Comic_Books ¤ later years ¤ In later
years, writers have portrayed his duality and fate as the result of schizophrenia, multiple personality disorders as well as abuse.
T ¤  Duality ¤ writers portrayed his obsession ¤ 4 ¤ Duality ¤ duality ¤ In later years, writers have portrayed his duality and fate
as the result of schizophrenia, multiple personality disorders as well as abuse.
T ¤  Fate ¤ writers portrayed his obsession ¤ 4 ¤ Fate ¤ fate ¤ In later years, writers have portrayed his duality and fate as the
result of schizophrenia, multiple personality disorders as well as abuse.
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T ¤  Schizophrenia ¤ writers portrayed his obsession ¤ 4 ¤ Schizophrenia ¤ schizophrenia ¤ In later years, writers have
portrayed his duality and fate as the result of schizophrenia, multiple personality disorders as well as abuse.
T ¤  Bipolar disorder ¤ writers portrayed his obsession ¤ 4 ¤ Bipolar_disorder ¤ bipolar ¤ In later years, writers have portrayed
his duality and fate as the result of schizophrenia, multiple personality disorders as well as abuse.
T ¤  Dissociative identity disorder ¤ writers portrayed his obsession ¤ 4 ¤ Dissociative_identity_disorder ¤ multiple personality
disorders ¤ In later years, writers have portrayed his duality and fate as the result of schizophrenia, multiple personality
disorders as well as abuse.
F ¤  Child abuse ¤ writers portrayed his obsession ¤ 4 ¤ Child_abuse ¤ child abuse ¤ In later years, writers have portrayed his
duality and fate as the result of schizophrenia, multiple personality disorders as well as abuse.
N ¤  Obsessive compulsive disorder ¤ He makes all important decisions ¤ 5 ¤ Obsessive_compulsive_disorder ¤ obsessively ¤
He obsessively makes all important decisions flipping a two-headed coin, one side of the over with an X.
N ¤  Coin flipping ¤ two-headed coin ¤ 2 ¤ Coin_flipping ¤ coin flipping ¤ He obsessively makes all important decisions flipping a
two-headed coin, one side of the over with an X.
T ¤  Batman: The Animated Series ¤ multiple Batman media forms , including video games ¤ 7 ¤
Batman:_The_Animated_Series ¤ Batman: The Animated Series ¤ The character has appeared in multiple forms, including
video games, Batman: The Series, and the Batman film series. Billy portrayed Harvey Dent in Batman, while Jones portrayed
Two-Face in Batman Forever Eckhart played Harvey Dent/Two-Face  Knight.
T ¤  Batman (film series) ¤ multiple Batman media forms , including video games ¤ 7 ¤ Batman_(film_series) Batman film series
¤ The character has appeared in multiple forms, including video games, Batman: The Series, and the Batman film series. Billy
portrayed Harvey Dent in Batman, while Jones portrayed Two-Face in Batman Forever Eckhart played Harvey Dent/Two-Face
Knight. ¤
T ¤  Billy Dee Williams ¤ portrayed Harvey Dent ¤ 3 ¤ Billy_Dee_Williams ¤ Billy Dee Williams ¤ The character has appeared in
multiple forms, including video games, Batman: The Series, and the Batman film series. Billy portrayed Harvey Dent in Batman,
while Jones portrayed Two-Face in Batman Forever Eckhart played Harvey Dent/Two-Face Knight.
T ¤  Batman (1989 film) ¤ Billy Dee Williams portrayed Harvey Dent ¤ 6 ¤ Batman_(1989_film) ¤ Batman ¤ The character has
appeared in multiple forms, including video games, Batman: The Series, and the Batman film series. Billy portrayed Harvey
Dent in Batman, while Jones portrayed Two-Face in Batman Forever Eckhart played Harvey Dent/Two-Face Knight.
T ¤  Tommy Lee Jones ¤ portrayed Two-Face ¤ 2 ¤ Tommy_Lee_Jones ¤ Tommy Lee Jones ¤ The character has appeared in
multiple forms, including video games, Batman: The Series, and the Batman film series. Billy portrayed Harvey Dent in Batman,
while Jones portrayed Two-Face in Batman Forever Eckhart played Harvey Dent/Two-Face Knight.
T ¤  Batman Forever ¤ Tommy Lee Jones portrayed Two-Face ¤ 5 ¤ Batman_Forever ¤ Batman Forever ¤ The character has
appeared in multiple forms, including video games, Batman: The Series, and the Batman film series. Billy portrayed Harvey
Dent in Batman, while Jones portrayed Two-Face in Batman Forever Eckhart played Harvey Dent/Two-Face Knight.
T ¤  Aaron Eckhart ¤ played Harvey ¤ 2 ¤ Aaron_Eckhart ¤ Aaron Eckhart ¤ The character has appeared in multiple forms,
including video games, Batman: The Series, and the Batman film series. Billy portrayed Harvey Dent in Batman, while Jones
portrayed Two-Face in Batman Forever Eckhart played Harvey Dent/Two-Face Knight.
T ¤  The Dark Knight (film) ¤ Aaron Eckhart played Harvey ¤ 4 ¤ The_Dark_Knight_(film) ¤ The Dark Knight ¤ The character has
appeared in multiple forms, including video games, Batman: The Series, and the Batman film series. Billy portrayed Harvey
Dent in Batman, while Jones portrayed Two-Face in Batman Forever Eckhart played Harvey Dent/Two-Face Knight.
Religion (745)
N ¤  Spirituality ¤ human spirituality which encompasses set ¤ 5 ¤ Spirituality ¤ spirituality ¤ A religion is an organized approach
to human which usually encompasses a set of narratives, beliefs and practices, often with a supernatural transcendent quality,
that give meaning practitioner's experiences of life through higher power or truth.
T ¤  Myth ¤ human spirituality which encompasses set ¤ 5 ¤ Myth ¤ narratives ¤ A religion is an organized approach to human
which usually encompasses a set of narratives, beliefs and practices, often with a supernatural transcendent quality, that give
meaning practitioner's experiences of life through higher power or truth.
T ¤  Symbol ¤ human spirituality which encompasses set ¤ 5 ¤ Symbol ¤ symbols ¤ A religion is an organized approach to
human which usually encompasses a set of narratives, beliefs and practices, often with a supernatural transcendent quality, that
give meaning practitioner's experiences of life through higher power or truth.
T ¤  Supernatural ¤ transcendent quality , that give meaning ¤ 5 ¤ Supernatural ¤ supernatural ¤ A religion is an organized
approach to human which usually encompasses a set of narratives, beliefs and practices, often with a supernatural
transcendent quality, that give meaning practitioner's experiences of life through higher power or truth.
T ¤  Transcendence ¤ quality , that give meaning ¤ 4 ¤ Transcendence ¤ transcendent ¤ A religion is an organized approach to
human which usually encompasses a set of narratives, beliefs and practices, often with a supernatural transcendent quality, that
give meaning practitioner's experiences of life through higher power or truth.
T ¤  Truth ¤ transcendent quality , that give meaning ¤ 5 ¤ Truth ¤ truth ¤ A religion is an organized approach to human which
usually encompasses a set of narratives, beliefs and practices, often with a supernatural transcendent quality, that give meaning
practitioner's experiences of life through higher power or truth.
T ¤  Prayer ¤ It expressed through ¤ 3 ¤ Prayer ¤ prayer ¤ [1] It may be expressed through prayer, meditation, music and art,
among other
T ¤  Ritual ¤ It expressed through prayer ¤ 4 ¤ Ritual ¤ ritual ¤ [1] It may be expressed through prayer, meditation, music and
art, among other
T ¤  Meditation ¤ It expressed through prayer ¤ 4 ¤ Meditation ¤ meditation ¤ [1] It may be expressed through prayer,
meditation, music and art, among other
T ¤  Music ¤ It expressed through prayer ¤ 4 ¤ Music ¤ music ¤ [1] It may be expressed through prayer, meditation, music and
art, among other
T ¤  Art ¤ It expressed through prayer ¤ 4 ¤ Art ¤ art ¤ [1] It may be expressed through prayer, meditation, music and art, among
other
T ¤  Supernatural ¤ It focus on specific ¤ 4 ¤ Supernatural ¤ supernatural ¤ It may focus on specific supernatural, metaphysical,
moral claims about reality (the cosmos and nature) which may yield a set of religious and a particular lifestyle.
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T ¤  Metaphysics ¤ It focus on specific supernatural ¤ 5 ¤ Metaphysics ¤ metaphysical ¤ It may focus on specific supernatural,
metaphysical, moral claims about reality (the cosmos and nature) which may yield a set of religious and a particular lifestyle.
T ¤  Morality ¤ It focus on specific supernatural ¤ 5 ¤ Morality ¤ moral ¤ It may focus on specific supernatural, metaphysical,
moral claims about reality (the cosmos and nature) which may yield a set of religious and a particular lifestyle.
F ¤  Reality ¤ human nature ) which yield set ¤ 5 ¤ Reality ¤ reality ¤ It may focus on specific supernatural, metaphysical, moral
claims about reality (the cosmos and nature) which may yield a set of religious and a particular lifestyle.
F ¤  Cosmos ¤ human nature ) which yield set ¤ 5 ¤ Cosmos ¤ cosmos ¤ It may focus on specific supernatural, metaphysical,
moral claims about reality (the cosmos and nature) which may yield a set of religious and a particular lifestyle.
F ¤  Human nature ¤ ) which yield set ¤ 3 ¤ Human_nature ¤ human nature ¤ It may focus on specific supernatural,
metaphysical, moral claims about reality (the cosmos and nature) which may yield a set of religious and a particular lifestyle.
T ¤  Religious law ¤ human nature ) which yield set ¤ 5 ¤ Religious_law ¤ religious laws ¤ It may focus on specific supernatural,
metaphysical, moral claims about reality (the cosmos and nature) which may yield a set of religious and a particular lifestyle.
T ¤  Ethics ¤ human nature ) which yield set ¤ 5 ¤ Ethics ¤ ethics ¤ It may focus on specific supernatural, metaphysical, moral
claims about reality (the cosmos and nature) which may yield a set of religious and a particular lifestyle.
T ¤  Lifestyle ¤ human nature ) which yield set ¤ 5 ¤ Lifestyle ¤ lifestyle ¤ It may focus on specific supernatural, metaphysical,
moral claims about reality (the cosmos and nature) which may yield a set of religious and a particular lifestyle.
T ¤  Tradition ¤ encompasses ancestral ¤ 2 ¤ Tradition ¤ traditions ¤ Religion also encompasses ancestral or traditions,
writings, history, and mythology, personal faith and religious experience.
T ¤  Mythology ¤ encompasses ancestral ¤ 2 ¤ Mythology ¤ mythology ¤ Religion also encompasses ancestral or traditions,
writings, history, and mythology, personal faith and religious experience.
T ¤  Faith ¤ encompasses ancestral ¤ 2 ¤ Faith ¤ faith ¤ Religion also encompasses ancestral or traditions, writings, history, and
mythology, personal faith and religious experience.
T ¤  Religious experience ¤ encompasses ancestral ¤ 2 ¤ Religious_experience ¤ religious experience ¤ Religion also
encompasses ancestral or traditions, writings, history, and mythology, personal faith and religious experience.
T ¤  Faith ¤  used with  ¤ 2 ¤ Faith ¤ faith ¤ The term "religion" refers to both the personal related to communal faith and to
group rituals communication stemming from shared conviction. "Religion" is sometimes used interchangeably or "belief
system,"[2] but it is more socially personal convictions, and it entails specific respectively.
T ¤  Belief system ¤  used with  faith ¤ 3 ¤ Belief_system ¤ belief system ¤ The term "religion" refers to both the personal related
to communal faith and to group rituals communication stemming from shared conviction. "Religion" is sometimes used
interchangeably or "belief system,"[2] but it is more socially personal convictions, and it entails specific respectively.
T ¤  Development of religion ¤ taken many forms ¤ 3 ¤ Development_of_religion ¤ development of religion ¤ The development
of religion has taken many various cultures.
T ¤  Psychology of religion ¤ It considers ¤ 2 ¤ Psychology_of_religion ¤ psychological ¤ It considers psychological and social
roots, origins and historical development.
T ¤  Sociology of religion ¤ It considers psychological ¤ 3 ¤ Sociology_of_religion ¤ social ¤ It considers psychological and
social roots, origins and historical development.
T ¤  Origins of religion ¤ It considers psychological ¤ 3 ¤ Origins_of_religion ¤ origins ¤ It considers psychological and social
roots, origins and historical development.
T ¤  History of religion ¤ It considers psychological ¤ 3 ¤ History_of_religion ¤ historical ¤ It considers psychological and social
roots, origins and historical development.
T ¤  Western religion ¤ religions present common quality ¤ 4 ¤ Western_religion ¤ western religious thought ¤ In the frame of
western religious thought,[present a common quality, the "hallmark religious thought": the division of the world comprehensive
domains, one sacred, the
T ¤  Sacred-profane dichotomy ¤ one sacred , other profane ¤ 4 ¤ Sacred-profane_dichotomy ¤ one sacred, the other profane ¤
In the frame of western religious thought,[present a common quality, the "hallmark religious thought": the division of the world
comprehensive domains, one sacred, the
T ¤  Supernatural ¤ person , or object , that considered to ¤ 6 ¤ Supernatural ¤ supernatural ¤ [4] Religion is often described as
a communal the coherence of belief focusing on a system unseen being, person, or object, that is supernatural, sacred, divine,
or of the highest codes, practices, values, institutions, tradition, and scriptures are often traditionally associated core belief, and
these may have some overlap concepts in secular philosophy.
T ¤  Divinity ¤ supernatural , sacred , ¤ 2 ¤ Divinity ¤ divine ¤ [4] Religion is often described as a communal the coherence of
belief focusing on a system unseen being, person, or object, that is supernatural, sacred, divine, or of the highest codes,
practices, values, institutions, tradition, and scriptures are often traditionally associated core belief, and these may have some
overlap concepts in secular philosophy.
T ¤  Truth ¤ supernatural , sacred , divine ¤ 3 ¤ Truth ¤ truth ¤ [4] Religion is often described as a communal the coherence of
belief focusing on a system unseen being, person, or object, that is supernatural, sacred, divine, or of the highest codes,
practices, values, institutions, tradition, and scriptures are often traditionally associated core belief, and these may have some
overlap concepts in secular philosophy.
T ¤  Moral code ¤ scriptures associated with core belief ¤ 5 ¤ Moral_code ¤ Moral codes ¤ [4] Religion is often described as a
communal the coherence of belief focusing on a system unseen being, person, or object, that is supernatural, sacred, divine, or
of the highest codes, practices, values, institutions, tradition, and scriptures are often traditionally associated core belief, and
these may have some overlap concepts in secular philosophy.
T ¤  Scripture ¤ associated with core belief ¤ 4 ¤ Scripture ¤ scriptures ¤ [4] Religion is often described as a communal the
coherence of belief focusing on a system unseen being, person, or object, that is supernatural, sacred, divine, or of the highest
codes, practices, values, institutions, tradition, and scriptures are often traditionally associated core belief, and these may have
some overlap concepts in secular philosophy.
T ¤  Secularity ¤ these have some overlap ¤ 4 ¤ Secularity ¤ secular ¤ [4] Religion is often described as a communal the
coherence of belief focusing on a system unseen being, person, or object, that is supernatural, sacred, divine, or of the highest
codes, practices, values, institutions, tradition, and scriptures are often traditionally associated core belief, and these may have
some overlap concepts in secular philosophy.
T ¤  Philosophy ¤ these have some overlap ¤ 4 ¤ Philosophy ¤ philosophy ¤ [4] Religion is often described as a communal the
coherence of belief focusing on a system unseen being, person, or object, that is supernatural, sacred, divine, or of the highest
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codes, practices, values, institutions, tradition, and scriptures are often traditionally associated core belief, and these may have
some overlap concepts in secular philosophy.
T ¤  Lifestyle ¤ described as ¤ 2 ¤ Lifestyle ¤ way of life ¤ Religion is also often described as a "way life stance.
T ¤  Life stance ¤ described as ¤ 2 ¤ Life_stance ¤ life stance ¤ Religion is also often described as a "way life stance.
Peru (667)
T ¤  Spanish language ¤ reË?puÎ²lika del peË?É¾u ] ) , is country ¤ 5 ¤ Spanish_language ¤ Spanish ¤ Peru (Spanish: PerÃº,
Quechua: Piruw, officially the Republic of Peru (Spanish: PerÃº (helpÂGinfo), IPA:&#160;[reË?puÎpeË?É¾u]), is a country in
western South
T ¤  Quechua language ¤ reË?puÎ²lika del peË?É¾u ] ) , is country ¤ 5 ¤ Quechua_language ¤ Quechua ¤ Peru (Spanish:
PerÃº, Quechua: Piruw, officially the Republic of Peru (Spanish: PerÃº (helpÂGinfo), IPA:&#160;[reË?puÎpeË?É¾u]), is a
country in western South
T ¤  Aymara language ¤ reË?puÎ²lika del peË?É¾u ] ) , is country ¤ 5 ¤ Aymara_language ¤ Aymara ¤ Peru (Spanish: PerÃº,
Quechua: Piruw, officially the Republic of Peru (Spanish: PerÃº (helpÂGinfo), IPA:&#160;[reË?puÎpeË?É¾u]), is a country in
western South
T ¤  Spanish language ¤ reË?puÎ²lika del peË?É¾u ] ) , is country ¤ 5 ¤ Spanish_language ¤ Spanish ¤ Peru (Spanish: PerÃº,
Quechua: Piruw, officially the Republic of Peru (Spanish: PerÃº (helpÂGinfo), IPA:&#160;[reË?puÎpeË?É¾u]), is a country in
western South
T ¤  South America ¤ reË?puÎ²lika del peË?É¾u ] ) , is country ¤ 5 ¤ South_America ¤ South America ¤ Peru (Spanish: PerÃº,
Quechua: Piruw, officially the Republic of Peru (Spanish: PerÃº (helpÂGinfo), IPA:&#160;[reË?puÎpeË?É¾u]), is a country in
western South
T ¤  Ecuador ¤ It bordered on north ¤ 4 ¤ Ecuador ¤ Ecuador ¤ It is bordered on the north by the east by Brazil, on the
southeast by south by Chile, and on the west by the
T ¤  Colombia ¤ It bordered on north ¤ 4 ¤ Colombia ¤ Colombia ¤ It is bordered on the north by the east by Brazil, on the
southeast by south by Chile, and on the west by the
F ¤  Brazil ¤ It bordered on north ¤ 4 ¤ Brazil ¤ Brazil ¤ It is bordered on the north by the east by Brazil, on the southeast by
south by Chile, and on the west by the
F ¤  Bolivia ¤ It bordered on north ¤ 4 ¤ Bolivia ¤ Bolivia ¤ It is bordered on the north by the east by Brazil, on the southeast by
south by Chile, and on the west by the
F ¤  Chile ¤ It bordered on north ¤ 4 ¤ Chile ¤ Chile ¤ It is bordered on the north by the east by Brazil, on the southeast by south
by Chile, and on the west by the
F ¤  Pacific Ocean ¤ It bordered on north ¤ 4 ¤ Pacific_Ocean ¤ Pacific Ocean ¤ It is bordered on the north by the east by
Brazil, on the southeast by south by Chile, and on the west by the
T ¤  Norte Chico civilization ¤ Peruvian territory was home ¤ 4 ¤ Norte_Chico_civilization ¤ Norte Chico civilization ¤ Peruvian
territory was home to the Norte civilization, one of the oldest in the world, Empire, the largest state in Pre-Columbian
T ¤  Inca Empire ¤ Peruvian territory was home ¤ 4 ¤ Inca_Empire ¤ Inca Empire ¤ Peruvian territory was home to the Norte
civilization, one of the oldest in the world, Empire, the largest state in Pre-Columbian
F ¤  Pre-Columbian ¤ Peruvian territory was home ¤ 4 ¤ Pre-Columbian ¤ Pre-Columbian America ¤ Peruvian territory was
home to the Norte civilization, one of the oldest in the world, Empire, the largest state in Pre-Columbian
T ¤  Spanish Empire ¤ conquered region ¤ 2 ¤ Spanish_Empire ¤ Spanish Empire ¤ The Spanish Empire conquered the region
century and established a Viceroyalty, which most of its South American colonies.
N ¤  Viceroyalty of Peru ¤ Viceroyalty , which included most ¤ 4 ¤ Viceroyalty_of_Peru ¤ established a Viceroyalty ¤ The
Spanish Empire conquered the region century and established a Viceroyalty, which most of its South American colonies.
T ¤  Independence of Peru ¤ has undergone periods ¤ 3 ¤ Independence_of_Peru ¤ achieving independence ¤ After achieving
independence in 1821, undergone periods of political unrest and well as periods of stability and economic
T ¤  Representative democratic ¤ is representative democratic republic ¤ 4 ¤ Representative_democratic ¤ representative
democratic ¤ Peru is a representative democratic republic 25 regions.
T ¤  Republic ¤ representative democratic republic divided into 25 regions ¤ 7 ¤ Republic   ¤ republic ¤ Peru is a representative
democratic republic 25 regions.
T ¤  Administrative divisions of Peru ¤ representative democratic republic divided into ¤ 5 ¤ Administrative_divisions_of_Peru ¤
25 regions ¤ Peru is a representative democratic republic 25 regions.
T ¤  Andes ¤ peaks ¤ 1 ¤ Andes ¤ Andes ¤ Its geography varies from the arid plains coast to the peaks of the Andes mountains
tropical forests of the Amazon
T ¤  Amazon Basin ¤ tropical forests ¤ 2 ¤ Amazon_Basin ¤ Amazon Basin ¤ Its geography varies from the arid plains coast to
the peaks of the Andes mountains tropical forests of the Amazon
T ¤  Developing country ¤ It is ¤ 2 ¤ Developing_country ¤ developing country ¤ It is a developing country with a medium
Development Index score and a poverty 40%.
T ¤  Human Development Index ¤ developing country ¤ 2 ¤ Human_Development_Index ¤ Human Development Index ¤ It is a
developing country with a medium Development Index score and a poverty 40%.
T ¤  Multiethnic society ¤ 28 million , is  ¤ 3 ¤ Multiethnic_society ¤ multiethnic ¤ The Peruvian population, estimated at 28
multiethnic, including Amerindians, Europeans, and Asians.
T ¤  Indigenous Peoples in Peru ¤ multiethnic , including ¤ 2 ¤ Indigenous_Peoples_in_Peru ¤ Amerindians ¤ The Peruvian
population, estimated at 28 multiethnic, including Amerindians, Europeans, and Asians.
T ¤  European ethnic groups ¤ multiethnic , including Amerindians ¤ 3 ¤ European_ethnic_groups ¤ Europeans ¤ The Peruvian
population, estimated at 28 multiethnic, including Amerindians, Europeans, and Asians.
T ¤  Black people ¤ multiethnic , including Amerindians ¤ 3 ¤ Black_people ¤ Africans ¤ The Peruvian population, estimated at
28 multiethnic, including Amerindians, Europeans, and Asians.
T ¤  Asians ¤ multiethnic , including Amerindians ¤ 3 ¤ Asians ¤ Asians ¤ The Peruvian population, estimated at 28 multiethnic,
including Amerindians, Europeans, and Asians.
T ¤  Spanish language ¤ main spoken language is ¤ 4 ¤ Spanish_language ¤ Spanish ¤ The main spoken language is Spanish,
significant number of Peruvians speak Quechua native languages.
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T ¤  Quechua ¤ significant number speak ¤ 3 ¤ Quechua ¤ Quechua ¤ The main spoken language is Spanish, significant
number of Peruvians speak Quechua native languages.
T ¤  Indigenous languages of the Americas ¤ significant number speak Quechua ¤ 4 ¤ Indigenous_languages_of_the_Americas
¤ native languages ¤ The main spoken language is Spanish, significant number of Peruvians speak Quechua native languages.
